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Do This About Island
Creek Bridge.
THE LIGHT PLANT PROPOSITION
ENGINEER TO BE EMPLOYED




Chairman Palmer Did Not Bring
Up the Municipal Ownership
Petition That Was in
His Desk.../-*A
On taking up the juestion of con-
structing a new bridge across Island
-creek at Fourth street, the aldermen
during the regular meeting last even-
• ing, instructed the public improve-
ment committee to meet with the
iward of public works next Wednes-
day afternoon and a conference en-
tered into to decide whether or not
the structure shall be built. Then if
it ia to be, advertisements are to be
inserted in the "The Record" a
bridge builders magazine, informing
the contractors of the proposed con
struction of the bridge so they can
send men here to figure upon the
plans that will be gotten up by City
Engineer Washington, showing ex-
actly what kind of bridge is desired.
The sheet car company offered to
ray one-fourth of the cost of the
bridge, and this point will be con-
s:tiered during the coming confer-
ence, although '• is not certain of ac-
ceptance. as some think the car line
should bear more of the expenditure,
• inasmuch as the bridge will save it
the cost of constructing one for it-
self When the line is extended over
into Mechanicsburg. The councilmen
Wednesday night ordered that bids
be secured right away for the con-
templated structure, but the aldermen
do not want to act too hasty, and
he conference was decided upon be-
ween committee and board of works.
During the aldermanic meeting th..
members expressed themselves in
favor of letting the city go ahead and
build a bridge for its own use and
not for the car company's, if the lat-
ter did not want to do the proper
thing towards bearing part of the
Colt.
The aldermen gave final adoption




municipal taxes for a period
years, this relief being in the




Final adoption was. given the nseas-
are prescribing regulations for ob-
servance in private flows and other
places where parties are confined with
tuberculosis. The regulations tend
to prevent *marling of the disease.
Final passage was gven the reso-
lution, empowering the board of
health to make a contract with priv-
ate parties to keep accummulated
garbage and offal hauled away.
The hoard of public works re-
quested  that an ordinaqce  be ad
relating erection of telephone, tele-
glaph and light poles and stringing
of overhead wires. This desired
measure was ordered drafted and
brought in for passage.
There was alto ordered bsought in
for enactment into law the ordinance
the board of work. requested, com-
pelling telegraph, telephone and light
companies to pay the city so mach
- money each year _ for every pole
these private corporations erect upon
the public thoroughfares of Paducah.
This will have a tendency to wsell
out the superfluity of poles at pres-
ent, and act as an incentive for the
companies to jointly use' the
poles, and thereby save much
rental money.
Edward Thurman, H. R. Li ay
and °triers owning the GlenAod
addition' behind Oak Grove cemetery,
desire to dedicate ground intersecting
the newly laid off blocks for public
street purposes, they to gravel the
thoroughfares at their individual
pense, and then turn over to












(Continued on Page Five.)
CLAIMS FRIEND STORES OPEN
STOLE HIS $275 FOR PAY CAR




MONEY MISSED WHILE ORININ6
MRS. ?LOONEY OF G-OEBEL
AVENUE UNEASY FOR
HOUR OR TWO, FEAR-
CHILD WAS STOLEN.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter Re-
turned From Spending the




J. S. Nolen, who formerly kept a
retail grocery at Seventeenth and
Tennessee streets where he now re-
sides just beyond the old fair grounds
on the Mayfield road, charging the
latter with stealing $275 from him
The warrants will be served this
morning, as the authorities did not
have time to go out last night after
Schmidtt, whom they are confident
will not leave.
The officers are at .sea, becaust.
Mr. Schmidtt is one of the best
known men of the county, and comes
to town daily with marketing, and is
regarded as a reliable and upright
man. Nolen claims that the other
came by his home last evening and
the two drove to Twelfth and Jones
streets and got several drinks.
While they were driving, Nolen con-
tends that Schmidtt hugged him
around the body several times, pat-
ting him about the pocket, and re•
marking what good friends they
were. Nolen claims to have had
$275 in his pocket ne.ar which
Schmidtt's band lay, and charges that
the other slipped the money out and
stole it. After getting the drinks, the
two drove back to in front of Nolen's
home and stoped, both getting out.
The two started to talking about
buying a horse, when the latter re-
marked that he had the money ant
felt for it but discovered the roll
gone. He then said he did have the
coin, but did not now, and that at
this "Schmidtt without a word got
into his buggy and drove away.
Lientenant Thomas Potter of th,
prli7e fore.: thinks there must be
sorr? rlistak! on account of the un-
questioned reputation of the men,
and believes the coin must have been
dropped or lost.
Thought Child Stolen.
Mrs Mooney of Sixteenth and
Goebel avenue last night excitedhg
telephoned the police that she be
lived her little child was stolen, but
shortly afterwards informed the de-
partment the baby had been returned
home. It developed some of the
neighbors had carried it away ,for an
hour or two and the mother became
unduly alarmed at its prolonged ab-
sence.
Lieutenant Beck.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter re
tzirneri last night at 8.30 o'clock from
Cairo where he went in the morning
to s eI , , day on  _ The
carnival is now on there, but the
lieutenant said it was a "dead one"
not too people being out on the
grounds while he was there. (
Mantels Stolen.
Yesterday William Mitchell, col-
oredNaias arrested' on the charge of
stealing some iron mantels and grates
from the home of Hon. John K.
Hendrick of Broadway between
Seventh and Ninth streets. The ac-
cused was released on bond.
Mitchell drives for David Rittoff,
the second hand junk dealer of Ken-
tucky avenue. Mitchell went out to
the Hendrick home, which has just
been remodeled, and taking the man-
tels and grates..491fried them to Rit-
tot Col. ffertdrid heard of it, and
locating the stuff, wanted to know
why it was taken. Mitchell claimed
Rittoff sent iihn out after them, as-
serting that he Rittoff had said he
bought them from another darky.
Rittoff says Mitchell told him he
had some things to sell and went out
after the stuff himself. Mitchell was
arrested by Officer Cross.
Retailers Will -Keep_ Open
Only One Night
Hereafter
NODUNG DOING SECOND NIGHT
GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN
CALLS TRAINMASTER'S AT-
TENTION TO REPORT OF
EXCESSIVE SPEED.
J. J. Slayton Has Recovered





The Retail Merchant's association
held a special session Wednesday
evening and decided that hereafter
the retail establishments in the city
would not be kept open two nights
when the Illinois Central railroad
;say car comes in, but be kept open
cnly one night, the evening of the
day the car arrives.
Eoe several years the store, have
been keeping open the night of the
c:ay the car comes in, and then the
following night, for benefit of the
railroaders who use these two nights
to do most of their shopping, th-
greater part of which consists of
raying accounts. The men do a
large credit business on account of
receiving pay but once each month
by the road.
The retail merchants state that
their experience for years past has
shown them that ninety per cent, of
the railroad trade comes the first
light. and nothing whatever is done
in a business line the second even-
ing, therefore the clerks and proprie-
tors are kept down in the city the
last evening for practically nothing,
as one man could wait upon what-
ever business turns up. The railroad
people have told the merchants many
t:mes that is was unnecessary to
keep open for them the second
night. as those who do not come
down that evening, generally wait un-
til the following Saturday night,
when all establishments keep open
for the general trade.
Running of Trains.
General Agent' John T Donovan
of the Illinois 'Central railroad, yes-
terday on learning that the night be'
fore complaint• had been made to
the council that T. C. trains were run-
ning through the city at a higher
rate of speed than allowed by ordin-
(Continued on Page Two.)
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WEAR MOSEY THROWN, FROM SUPERINTENDENT
DIST11BUTED AUTOMOBILE WELL PLEASED
Judgeiteet Mead MrsTLIfilietis- Orme Pain Hopes the Officials Will
bursement Yesterday fully Injured In This Open the New
in Court Manner Street
ROBERS SUIT RESET FOR TRIAL
EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS
BEING HEARD IN CLARK
VS ROBERTSON.
TODAY.
Miss Thresa Kirchhoff Made Special
Court Stenographer, During
Illness of Mrs. McMannon
Other's Illness,
.••••m•dilmommlo•
Judge Reed yesterday in tltsr. cir-
cuit court ordered distributed money
in the suit of Mabel Weaks against
Buela Weaks. It is the 'money de-
rived from the sale of the Weeks
home on West Jefferson street.
Lawyer Oscar Kahn wes selected
guardian ad litem for infants, and
allowed, $3 in the suit of Isabell, ad-
ministrator, against Burton.
There was left open for arguments
the suit of .4)rline Clark against
George W. Robertson. Plaintiff
owns the building at 116 Broadway
while defendant occupies it as a ten-
ant. Plaintiff claims defendant's time
is up, and that he should vacate the
premises, while Robertson contend
he has a year or two yet.
.. Claude Russell was given judgment
for $ic) against T. J. Spidell. Spidell
contracted to sell some corn to plain-








term the snit of Mari
utrix of I. H. Rogers,
of McCracken. Mein-
' veidevie of the late sheriff
and claas money is due the estate
for collections made by her husband
for the county delinquent takes
The defendrant filed some exhibits
ordered, and the rule ordering this
was discharged in the suit of H. L.
Styere against W Bradshaw.
Property Sold.
Property lying on the south side of
Monroe near Twelfth street has been
sold by F. E. Turner to Susan Kell
for *es, and the deed filed for record
yesterday with the county clerk.
The Northview Reality and Im-
provement company sold to Frank A.
Lucas and H. 24 Childress for $t
and other considerations, property' at
Twelfth and Ellis streets.
F. Nf. Davis transferred to E. A.
Smith for $200 property out in the
county.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
WILL TEST THE CITY CHARTER
EMPLOYS ATTORNEYS TO HAVE THE COURTS TO DECIDE
WHETHER THE GENERAL COUNCIL OR THE BOARD AP-
P9INTS MARKET MASTER, WHARF MASTER AN SEWER
INSPECTOR.
Yesterday the three members of
the board of public works employed
Hendrick, Miller and Marble, the
well known firm of lawyers, to insti-
tute suit in the circut court for a con-
struction of the charter of tive city of
Paducah relative to the power of ap-
pointing the market master, the
wharf miter and the sower inspec-
tor.
On April 5, the members of the
board of public works, at their own
expense, employed Hendricks, Miller
and Marble to look up the law, and
give their opinion as to whether the
general council or the board of pub-
lic works had the power to elect or
appoint the three officers mentioned.
The law firm looked into the matter
fully and are emphatic in their opin-
ion that the (tarter contemplates
vesting the power to elect or appoint
in the board of public works, and
quite a lengthy opinion was givelt
by the firm. This opinion was passed
up to the general council with a very
eourtious but firm letter requesting
that body to leave to the board such
rights as the board might possess
under the charter On April 5, the
board of Aldermen ordered in or-
dinance placing the election of the
morlcet master, wharf master and
sewer iaspector in the hands of the
board of public works. The matter
was placed before the board of coun-
cilmen Wednesday night and Presi-
dent MicBroom very promptly stated
that they did not care to hear it read
and to file it.
The attorneys for the board of pub-
lic works will immediately prepare
the necessary papers and file then)
'before Judge Reed. and if the con-
tention of the board of publiroworks
is sustained, the city will nSt only
laave court costs to pay but also the
expense to the board of public works
for attorney's fees, it being a csse in
which no member is interested in
an individual capacity but as officials
of the city.
Cl Soilcitor Campbell will repri-
sent the general council in the liti-
gation, mad has expressed the opinion
that the court will read into the char-
ter the intention of the legislature, to
placq the appointment. with the board
of public works, inasmacti us the
charier specificially invests that hoard
with the superriaion and control of
the ewers, the markets and wilary.n.
MRS. LANGDON WELL AGAIN
COLONEL J. L. KILGORE ABLE
TO LEAVE HIS BED AT
THE NORTON INFIRMARY
IN LOUISVILLE.
Mrs. Charles Khoun Knocked From
Buggy by Train at Eleventh
: and Broadway—Other
Ailing.
Mrs. Linneus Orme 's conned at
thier home on Fifth and Washington
F tt eets, suffering from painful body
bruises, caused by being thrown from
an automobile Wednesday while in
;be yard of Mr. Oscar L. Gregory's
home in Arcadia.
Mrs. Orme and several friends
were hurrying out to Mrs. Gregory's
ylad party, being late, and as the
a...to dashed through the yard, it
collided with a large tree with such
force that Mrs. Orme and others
were pitched out, Mrs. Orme being
thrown many feet. The lady was
-cndeced unconscious for a moment,
but shortly revived., and 'spentthe
afternoon at that home. Yesterday,
however, she was confined abed wTh
the unusually severe bruises sits'
tamed.
About Recovered.
ler Itiogiai Lengdon, the well
kncrwii veteran, has about recovered
from his attack of illness that kept
S;In confined for about or., month in
kis ward a Rivcr3ide hospital. He
:li be well enough to leave the in-
st.tution today.
(kitting Batter.
%%lord from Nashville, Tenn, states
that Dr. I. B. Howell continues
steadily improving from results of
the operation he had to undergs
there for appendicitis. If hz con-
tinues the rapid improvement he will
be well enough to come home next
k.
Colonel Getting Better.
M. Charles Reed of The Palmer
has returned from Louisville. wLere
he has been for several days visiting
(Tol. J. L. Kilgore, who has been
:i.:nfined in the Norton's Infirmary of
!Aat city for the past month. The
latter is daily recovering his health
and was able to take several drives
with Mt. Reed while there. As slon
az Mr. Kilgore gets well enough, he
hoes en to his home in Anderson,
Ind., to prepare for his dcparture for
Eitrope, where he and family will
srsnil the summer
Train Backed Into Buggy.
Mr. Charles Khoun and wife, of
Broadway near Twenty-filth street,
'Acre driving down Broadway at 8.30
o'clock yesterday morning and
rstarted to pass the I. C, railroad equest, the property can be con-
crossing at Eleventh and Broadway, demned and taken by force by the
when the gate of the farther side of city. This has been a desired open.
-decen-while-the7-were-}-41Her-Yeefr
on the rails. before they could
turn around the gate behind them
descended, and they were penned ap
between the two. They were unable
to get out of the way of a backing
freight train tl4t. crashed into the
buggy, which %leas partially demol-
irhed, while Mrs. Khoun was knocked
out .and her back badly sprained.
Gateman•J. F. Wright rang his bell
ct warning, but it was not heard by
the couple. The cars were being'
pushed by switch engine 182
charge of Enginer Tim Austin. It ;s
miraculous they were not both ser-
iously injured.
BADLY NEEDED BY EVERYBODY
LIST OF TEACHERS WILL NOT
BE CHOSEN UNTIL SOME
EVENING NEXT WEEK
BY COMMITTEE.
The Alumni Association Meets This






Lawyer Arthur Martin was out yes-
terday after a several days illness
with malarial fever.
Baker Gus Rouff, of the Frank
Kirchoff bakery on South Second
street, got his hand caught in a
dough mixer yesterday, and three
fingers so badly injured that amputa-
tion was necessary.
Referee E. W. Bagby P of the
bankrupt court, was ill yesterday,
(Continued on Page Two)
".'
Superintendent Lid/ of the schools
was very highly pleated yesterday
to learn that the night before steps
had been taken by the council look-
ing towards opening Kentucky av-
enue from Eleventh to Twelfth streets
and expressed the earnest hope, that
the movement, would be carried
through to success, as it meant a
great thing for the school rhildren,
who now have to walk many extra
blocks in order to get to the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway.
It was at the request of the superin
tendent that the boards took up this
question and he hopes to see it suc-
ceed.
At present the child:en residing,
say about Ninth and Jackson and
surrounding vicinity, in order to gst
to the high school building have to
go out by Tennessee street and
through by Huntingdon Row cg. got
or to the schdol, unless they de-
sire to pass through the railroad
yards, where they are in momentary
danger of being run over by trains.
They are excluded froutsthe yards by
the railway officials, who have been
trying to break up the dangerous
practice of the little ones for months
in order to prevent reecidents. ,If the
little ones do not go out by way of
Tennessee street, they have to come
down Tenth all the way to Broad-
way, and then gci out to the school,
as there are no public streets run-
ning through the ra;lroad yards be-
tween Broadway and Tennessee.
' If Kentucky avenue, which now
stops at Eleventh, is run through the
railroad yards tob Twelfth, it would
be a great convenience, not only to
children en route to "school, but
everybody using the public streets
going back and forth to the southern
portion of the city.
Where the avenue would run from
Eleventh to 12th the property be-
longs to the I. C. and ii used as their
yards, but that point is about one
square from the shops, therefore not
many tracks exist, and it would be
practically a safe public thorough
fare if there was a watchman, as at
other points in the city.
The street committee was ordered
by the council to see what they could
do towards permission from the I.
C. to run the thoroghfare through,
and it is believed they will succeed.
Even if the road will pot grant the
t  ComnIun-
To lialact Teachers.
Dr. J. S.•Troutman, chairman ot
the committee that selects the school
teachers, yesterday said they would
not hold the committee session until
some evening next week for this pur-
pose, as they had found all the meme
hers could not be gotten together at
any one time this week. The com-
mittee selects the teachers to in-
struct the pupils next year, and then
hands in their list to the full school
board, which always ratifieS it.
Alumni Meets.
The Paducah Alumni association
will meet this afternoon at 4 o'clock
in the assembly chamber at Carnegie
Jibrary on Ninth and Broadway, for
the especial purpose of enrolling
members and collection of dues from
the affiliates, therefore it is urgently
desired that every graduate of this
city be present to join the organiza-
tion which now nunkers close on to
Too.
Deep interest is being taken in the
•





THE CITY IS PLANS FOR
IN HOT WATER -17cA POOR FARM
BEING SUED IF IT DOES AND FISCAL COURT MEETS THIS
SUED IF IT DON'T. FT• A "RNOON TO LOOK
1
OVER THEM.
Engineer Washington Ordered to go
Ahead With the New Culvert Judge Lightfoot Decided Upon Elec-
and Let Come What May. tric Lights for Court-
house Cupalo.
City Engineer Washington will.
just as soon as he gets time, which
will be within the next week or ten
 -------- —draw--the vlarrs- -for—rho-mots°
concrete culvert to be built on Bridge
street in Mechanicsburg and turn the
drawings over to the board of pub-
lic works, so the contract can be let
for the new piece of work, and set
at rest the trouble the city, has been
having with Rudolph Streit for sev-
The-plans for the new poor farm
been completed  by the 
arOhitect; and this , afternoon at 2
o'clock the fiscal court will meet in
called session fir the purpose of
iooking them over, and either ac-
cepting or rejecting them. It is
probable though that they will bs
accepted, subject to probable
changes, because .the architect goteral years. When relieving things in the ideas of the justices of the peacethis respect the probabilities arc th . ;itiloroiiig- fey-' before starting the draw-additional litigation will arise, aA mg, ,and lie has adhered to theirSquire A. N. Sears threatetts to en- •
join the municipality froin construct-
tall, along._
't‘he Tp4ans tar adopted the fiscaling the culvert as soon as work is court 0407 (advertise for bidsstarted. 
tom the contractors, so the con-The city is in hot water as regards
WOMEN WHO SPEND
this culvert, which has been a sourcc
of worry and cost for 'years. One cul-
vert existed up that way, rkeing built
so as to drain water which accumu-
lated after a hiod rifirfall, and backed
over and damaged adjoining private
property. The injured parties mado.
such a howl that the culvert was
moved to change the course of the
water. Now it runs over the prop•
erty of Rudolph Streit, who was once
paid $ias by the city for his crop
and ground being damaged, while
only a few weeks ago he filed suit
in the courts and got additional dam-
ages sustained by his land from this
cause.
Now the city officials have ordered
that the present culvert be filled up
and another built about 120 sfet fur-
ther out towards the city limits, so
as to flow the water in a different
direstion. Justice Sears has notified
the authorities that if they put this
new one down it will cause water to
flow over on his property, therefore
he intends resorting to the courts to
prevent its construcion. The engineer
has been insrticted, however, to go
ahead and build it, and the snit will
be stood, as this is an attempt to bet
ter conditions.
Mr. Whshingon is very busy flow
with other work, but says he will
shortly have the plans drawn so *he
contract can be let. He thinks the
culvert will cost several hundred dcd-




(Cootinued From First ii'age's
ance, directed a letter to Trainmaster
McCabe, caning his attention to this
complaint and asking that it be
looked into. The ordinance stipulates
that in going out of a city a passen-
ger teain must not run faster than
eight miles an hour until the last
public crossing or street is reached,
when it can them increase thistspeed
to ten miles. to be maintained until
they get outside the city limits, when
they can then speed along as swiftly
as desired. In enteringothe city, this
tegulation of speed is reversed, the
train being compelled .to slow down
to ten miles an hour on striking the
corporate limits, and then when it
reaches the first public street cross-
ing it must reduce tbeirate to eight
miles an hour, which cannot be in-
creased again while inside town.
Mr. Donovan yesterday said th;
engineers had explicit and rigid in-
structions, directing them to never
un faster than the ordinance 1411;4,
and he believed they were adhering
to it, but that it would not hurt to
let the matter be looked into so as
to satisfy anyone who thinks they
are not obeying the Lie% 
their astmost doily* lor do.
In speaking of the seped of trains
be said it' as a recognized experi-
ence with railroaders to notice that
anyone standing upon a street or
beside die track cannot estimate an,y-
ways accurately the speed of a train.
If it develops the speed limit is be-
ing exceeded inside this city it will
be stopped, and if warrants are
gotten the fine will fall upon the
engineer, as all of them have in-
structions along this line, and if
they exceed the rate; it is their look-
out and they must bear the coast-; ;qtenceg.
tact can be avearded and work start-
ed- ,.,11sey desire .the structure to ,he
completed at the earliest possible
ranter-ft, becatise, after july 1st, they
have Ad pay- rent- for the old poor
fo.m on West Tennessee street,
which has already been sold to Mr.
W. C. O'Bryan, the real estate deal-
er, who will take down the building
zinc' cut the grounds up into city lots.
Lights Go Up.
Yesterday Judge Lightfoot decided
definitely to have the electric lights
ced on the cupalo of the court-
1,i-use building on. South Sixth street.
not concluded whether it will
be one large arc light or many in-
sordescents, either of which will
light the grounds after night fall and
itiake the brilliancy a thing of attrac-
tion. Tile lights will be turned out




(Continued From Ft7st Page.)
.1141 nothing' done n his tribunal.
M. R. G. Caldwell, the real estate
dealer, is able to be out after a ten
day's ,:lIttess which overcame him
white he was sojourning at Dawson
Springs.
'Detective Wm. Baker is confined
serkiiiii attack of illness.
Mr. Gus Coulter continues low it
Mayfield, hi g --Condition being un-
changed. '
Leg Broken.
An emilloys darned Whitlow. o the
Bell spoke works on South Third
street, is cOnfined at his nome be-
yond Mechanitsbutg with a broken
left leg, fractured near the' ankle, and
dressed by Dr. Tcoutman. A pile of
lumber fell tot-Whitlow an the spoke
slani aird eatried ktii break.
• BrOkan Leg.
Ye Oerday at • Mtireay Lineman
Silas Bagby (+the Cumberland Tele
phone cortmany, Keit his leg broken
by a pole falling 'upon it. He i one
of the Crew of linemen conetrneting
the king digtanee lihes for the com-
pany, and the limb was' painfully
crushed • by catching beneath the




1 By Katharine Anderson.
-t: 
ro.....--
e woman who spends the great-
er art of the.tirnt out of doors in
warm weather has no alternative
than to be fittingly and appropriately
dressed, if he i serally and thorough-,
' lo to enjoy herself. The day has
passed when the first partly-worn
costume i'which comes to hand can
be donned for this summer jaunt or
that ' Alien' ail' sport, and she alone
can hold her own with her up-to-date
still who studitie how to suit her
attire ' to' the occasion, especially
when the occasion takes the form of
athletic recreation or outdoor pas-
time. And, though comfort ii fore-_
most in—fhi fiTannin g- of all country
Special Rater to Naufhville, Ten.i
Special Raters to Nashville, T
vito•Nashville, oehattan6oga & .
Louis Railwity,•1 May atoh• to z6th
rood, account J. W. Thomas Memori
al Festival. t•
$5.zo for round trip which ihcludes
one admission to auditorium.




having thick soles, the same suit may golgungg
be put to use in walking as well :is
in riding. The very clever adjust-
ment, of the skirt combines the ad-
vantages of bloomers with the mod-
esty of the regular short skirt. The
woman who revels in cross-country
tramps during the warm months will
uo well to invest in one of theso
sessible yet stylish habits, even
though she may have no occasion to
use it for horseback riding.
The newest offering in the way of
blousesc for wear with the riding
habit is a white linen shirt waist,
plainly made, but set off by brass
buttons the size of the thumb nail.
Long sleeves complete a bodice of
this kind.
Many are the variations of this same
waist for all outing wear this sum-_
-straps and pearl
hetton trimming are applied in everyapparel, 'it displays nevertheless a
conceivable fashion, giving tailOredcertain style and suitableness each
but extremely modish effects. Oneseason which stamps it as distinctly
of a new and fashionable vintage.
Thus we have as summer approach e
numberless . innovations in motoring .,
raiment. One and all strike a new cockle. Golf and tennis shirt waists
note in the fashions for this increas- i1this style have elbow instead of
ipgly popular sport. Yet all show a ivrist length sleeves, and are finished
by a broad, flaring turn-back cuff..§irnplleity and practical usefulness
which, makes them possible to the
average women. The freaky gaz-
menti which were both unbecoming
and very expensive are fast disappear-
ing and the modes for automobile at-
tire are now modes for everyday
consideration.
,Tae, for instance, the new, all-
enveloping coats, an example of
which is shown in corn-colored al-
paca with mo're trimmings. Of ex-
tremely swagger cut, the baggy, un-
graceful appearance so characteristic
of the usual motor coat is entirely
done away with, and the result is a
garment which can be made use of
in many different ways. Facing of
black, with peculiar tab arrangements
setting off the buttons, further dis-
tinguish this successful model, and
with cap to match and cool tan-col-
ored fabric gloves, a woman could
not find a more charming outfit in
which to enjoy the summer's jaunt3
in an automobile.
These coats are also built in every
lin-Int and bright shade of. the dust-
shedding alpaca and they invariably
show silk trimmed cuffs and collar.
usually in some pretty contrasting
color that adds a very dressy finish
to an essentially simple garment.
Linen coats in summer shades arc
another irresistible novelty, those
1:ght blue or yellow being particular
favorites. Bass buttons serve to
fasten these loose ankle length coats,
and the military effect which they
give is extremely proper for motor
as well as for all other sporting
attire.
Besides these thin outer wraps, the
long cloth coat is being exploited
this season as a most sensible wrap
for automobile use. It can be made
to serve so many purposes, especially
for the woman who spends the sum-
mer M a rather cool climate. The
Mort sought for models are stunning
in one of the new grays or tans,
while a light colored cloth chowing a
single blue, red or yellow thread in
its make-up is the choice of th-
woman who seeks above all else to be
unique and exclusive in the selection
of her wardrobe.
Other novelties in motoring 'ap-
card include pony jackets in gray or
tan suede and a large assortment of
veils, both practical and utterly im-
possible. Among the former • is the
white chiffonand silk veil which' sells
in the shops for him- dollars, . btif
which can be duplicated at a much
smaller cost. White taffeta wash
silk forms a kind of hood for the
head, from the front of which, bangs
a white chiffon veil' gatherid liver
rubber band. The hood caiinht at
the nape of the neck by a rubber
hand, and wide places of, lid silk
extonding below this are, 'brought
around and fastened in a bow directly
in front. This veil is not only very
becoming, but it can be laundered
ktA often as desired. It conies in 'all
the' delicate colors.
Hardly less essential to a wornan's
cutdoor raiment this coming surnmsr
is the riding habit, for with the tre-
mendous popularity of motoring has
n enormous vogue Tot
horseback riding. Every girl and
woman who can possibly afford thii
invigorating exercise has taken it up.
with consequent need of additions to
her wardrobe in the way of proper
riding suits.
For the girl who is following the
accepted custom just now of riding
astride, the very latest habit shows
the divided skirt buttoning in panel
fashion down the front and topped
by a loose pony jacket. These suite
appear in rich, deep hues of green
and blue cheviot, while thin black
serge showing a hairline stripe Of
white is` the material on' which the
very smartest equestriennes have eat
the mark of their approval.
For the mature woman, the fitted
coat with long, rippling baaltie takes
precedence over the pcirot
For those who ear, have mbre than
one habit, suits of linen or panama
supplement the cloth suit when the
weatheift°permitF. They are given a
stylish finish by bright colored vel•
vet collars and cuffs. •.
Light tan and blek patutt-leathcr
boots that reach half_ way' o
knees accompany these divided skirt
suitor Hie- ---ftept of which re-a-ehtil
hardly to the ankles. With a pair Of
equally high shoes of calf skin and
By Father of the Boy Killed, by
Car.'
—
New York. bray a.—Standing be-
side the mangled body of his 5-year-
old boy, who had been crushed to
death by a Ilrooklyn volley cao
which the mob had ovrtirstes1 in its
frantic attempts at rescue. Thos.
lk&cCormicjc last night controlled his
'grief while he begged the furious
crowd not to harm the trembling
motorman.
Dramatically the father told the
I crowd' t.hat ,be, coo, had been throughthe same tragic experience only aPURSE SNATCHERS „ tlittle time before; that while driving
Ian ice wagon' he had rim over andThe Two Colored soya Will be killed a little boy mid had been besetTried This Morning in Court. by a mob crying for vengeance. '11Yesterday morning Bartle); turley was not to blame," flied the 'dis-and Dennis Rowley, Colored, .were traded father, "and it may be thisarraigned before Jage Sanders in poor ,fellow is equally blameless."the police' court omit their casts con- Stilled by At father's words, thefirmed mitt until toctiy. These are crowd turned over the motorman an-
et -
the two colored lads charged witlyarmed to a policeman.snatching the pur5es of . ifirrrin la
dies arotsod this pity last Saturday , ,We often wonder, why the man...nod Sunday nigh. I who is always boasting of the splen-Ernest ifindman was filled $25 and Aid positions offered him cc:Winos*sent to jail for ten days
bit 
or carry- to hold down a cheap job.—ChicagoMetaled 'capons.




shows a banded sailor collar, long
linen tie and V-shaped neck, which
can be worn with or without a linen
Favorite among the neck dressings
for such negligee bodices is the low,
rounding collar, embroidered or stiff,
v. ith splashing tie in, a crushed shade
of pink or blue. For the woman to
whom red is becoming, a perky bow
of scarlet conceals the juncture of
the collar
One brief word as to the shirt-
waist suits and coats of flannel which
ro true lover of sport is ever without.
The majority of these are in white or
light grays, relieved by deliate blak
or white stripes or faint checks and
plaids. They axe all bult very simp-




Hyderabure Ashashi, Graduate of
Harvard and Man of Splendid Tal-
ents Talks Effusively of the United
States.
Hyderabure Ashashi is a young
American who was born in Japan,
but who, because of the fac• that he
has shown an inventive gc•Hus that
amazes even Yankees, as v..11 as by
reason of his having won a beautiful
American girl for his brAe, will
spend the rest of his life in the
United States. He is now in Louis-
ville, and is staying at the Willard
Hotel, lie will be here for ab0111
week.
Mr. Ashashi married Miss Mabel
D. McGerry, a prominent society girl
of Baltimore, Md., about a year and
a half ago. Their acquaintance be-
gan while Mr. Ashashi was a student
at Harvard University, where he
graduated with the class f tool He
s a poet of no mean abiliiy, and his
verses, together with hi; genera!
keenness of wit, won the attention
and finally the attachme:ii of the
American girl, who at Cie time of
their marriage, was but seventeen
years old.
Mr. Ashashi had never seen a type-
writer before he came to this coun-
try in tfloo. It did not take him long
to see that it could be improved,
however, and he has pateoted an at-
tachment which increases the useful
ness of the machine greatly. He is
traveling over the count! v introduc-
ing it. He has been C rough the
west, and will go from I. re to Buf-
falo, through Canada, an.; later to
London,- England. NI. Ashashi
speaks English with a del ghtfut, bus
hardly noticeable accent, has adopt•
ed the American's frank s•id effusivo
manner of speech.
"Lthlink this is the
ttyi in the worffli," hd I
in love with yotir e.
rot for the fact that my property ir
Japan would LK% forfeited, I would
become natural4ed. But I shall
make my home here permanently,
and my children shall be Americans -
And Mr. Ashashi twirled
American walking stick and flicked
the ashes from his American cigar as






Is just as important to prepare for as the "Rainy -
Day." If you have the "Ready Money" you are
prepared for trouble or for a good business
,, chance. Start a savings account at this bank
and before you know it you- will have the-"Rear
4 Money." We pay 4 per, cent. interest coin-













for Sick and Injured Only.
azs SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 69g.NEW PHONE g34. PAnUCAH, KY.
 AP
WHY NOT COME TO US AT FIRST
It seems to be pretty well unde rstood that if you don't findwhat you want in new books, I ate music or fine stationery onBroadyay you can always find it at
Harbour's Book Department.
Just So. Why not call on us at first and save time, money andtemper.
Harbour's Department Store
a_ ...Malt
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; do; s not .come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite..
and Stone Works.











We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse power Motor.
5 Horse Power Motor.
sy. Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Rowe!: Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street.
et 6 tir kt 1.-1•
1E3 I
Our HandtomeSpril) gF8bricsi
ARE NOW ON DISPLAYtwo
SPINNISPrAMMISIIIIIINi81111111111
. , ..
AND IN OUR iiNg TOU,WILL FIND THE .CHOICESTSTYLES FOR lillyit 143,LCkRINtitorrgEr ,figARiKgTS AF-FORD. THE, PA, II OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTHEASY AND ECON. 'DUCAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS " 4CLOTHES. WE OTANI? FOR EVERY GARMENT WETURN but.
Dicke & MOO,
516 Broadway., MERCHANT TAILOTIS.
MAIM., [FINGER & CO








4 STATE RACING BOARD
KNOCKED OUT BY U. S. COURT
Louisville, May 24.—Judge Evans
today made permanent the injunction
against the Kentucky Racing Com-
imiseion granted on petition of the
Mouglas Park eockey club, prevent-
ing the commission from interfering
with the above named club in con-
-ducting a race meeting at Douglas
Park June 2 to July 7.
'As peace has been effected between
-the Western jockey Club and the
'American Turf Association it is not
likely that this meeting will be held,
but the decision is of great interest
as it practicallly knocks out ehe State
Racing Commission.
The commission, which was cre-
race meetings,. had refused to grant
Douglas Park permission to hold a
race meeting front June 2 to July 7,
as it had petitioned.
A petition for an
filed in the federal court several days
ago, a temporary order was granted
and arguments on the motion for a
permantent order were heard yes-
terday.
(Judge Evans holds that the act of
the state racing board violates the
fourteenth amendment of the consti-
tution. He rules that here was no
real or legal reason f r. the refusal
of the racing board to grant the lic-
ense for the meeting, and tfiat its
iiiTT "MI ME-tut legislature- to have Teem-4  „eeeee Tee
the-in great h
control oi racing in Kentucky, aate ship and loss to the Deuglas pert:
which was given sole power ti license people.
iejunction was
LYING IN A BUSINESS DEAL
MAY MEAN TERM IN PRISON
Jefferson City, Mo., May 24.—A
certain class of crooks, who live by
their wits, got a hard rap from the
supreme court this morning in an
depinion filed by Judge Fox in divis-
ion No. 2 of the supreme court, and
concurred in by other members of
that division.
A man may lie in a business deal,
.and if his lie is so absurd that corn-
ElOtt sense would readily disclose the
false representation he may escape
the penitentiary.
If he misrepresents facts and ob-
tains money through methods not
readily comprehended, he is guilty of
a felony and will have to serve a
sentence in the prison.
He cannot plead that if the person4
defrauded had thoroughly investigat-
ed the manner of parting the victim
from his money he would not have
been deceived. A representation
made with design to cheat is a fel-
ony.
The case in point was a prosecu-
tion by the state in the criminal
court of St. Louis against Thomas
Y. Keyes, charged with obtaining
money under false pretenses, and
sentenced to the penitentiary for two
years.
On July 6, 1905, Keyes sold twenty
shares in the St. Louis Brick Cement
Manufacturing Company to William
Perry, a farmer from Michigan, for
$2,000, half of which was paid in
cash and the remainder in notes and
property. He represented that the
plant v.as operated by steam power
and had a capacity of 50,000 brick 'a
day
Had Samples Only.
Keys had an office at No. 8ot
Chestnut street, and had samples of
brick the company was supposed to
manufacture. The evidence showed
that there was a little machine at
No. tiao Chestnut street, operated
by hand power, which turned out
sample bricks purported to be the
product of the company in which
Perry invested.
Keyes had an office at No. Sot
Chestnut has been prosecuted in
Kansas City and various parts of the
state several times for such schemes
as he worked on Perry. The stock
company he purported to represent
in St. Louis had no value whatever.
Of its purported capital of $50,000,
some $48,000 was in a patent of no
!value. Keyes is now in the peniten-
tiary. •
The opinion in this case is deemed
by the attorney general as being Of
great importance and tends to put
an end to the common practice of
obtaining money by fraudulent repre-
sentations. The main feature of the
opinion follows:
Court's Opinion.
We have carefully read in detail
the testimony of all the witnesses
testifying in this cause upon the trial
as disclosed by the record befoire us,
and we are unwilling to give our as•
sent to the contention of appellant
that the facts developed upon the
offal are insufficient to import the
—ftrrttingir-amt-Terdler artinvinry. 
Not Statute's Purpose.
There would certainly be very few
cases where false and fraudulent rep-
resentations were made, but what
their truth or falsity, by the expedi-
ture of a little time and money, could
hot be ascertained. Such is not the
spirit or purpose of the statute creat-
ing the offense upon which this
prosecution is based.
The effect of the law now under
consideration is to require fair deal-
ing between citizens of this state, and
prohibit the fraudulent and unfair
methods in the transaction of busi-
ness, and the courts are not autho-
iized, under the provisions of ,this
statute to say to the citizen: "You
may, by false and fraudulent repre-
sentations obtain the money and
property of another, yet unless such
person is sufficiently vigilent to make
an investigation as to the truth or
falsity of the representations, then
you are not guilty of any offense
within the terms of the provision of
the statute."
We do not mean to, say that every
false and fraudulent representation
by which money and property of one
person is obtained by another consti-
tutes the offense denounced by see-
tien 1927, for if the representations
are absurd or irrational, or such as
not calculated to deceive the party to
whom they are made, or when the
pretenses and representations are
such that the party to whom they
were made had the means at hand,
at tee teee te detect their falsity,
0 e. In that ee‘e. thert would be no
criminal offense under the true spirit
and purpose of the statute
But on the other hand, if false and
fraudulent representations are made,
which are neither absurd nor irration
al, and are such as are calculated to
deceive the person to whom they
are made, the failure of the party to
whom such false and fradulent rep-
resentations were made, to ascertain
their truth or falsity by making an
investigation of the character of the
business to which the representations
referred would by no means place the
party making them beyond the pur-
view of the provisions of the statute
and not amenable to the penalties
therein imposed.
Designed to Protect.
Quoting a New York opinion,
Judge Fox held that the "statute is
designed to furnish protection to
those who from undue confidence in
others or inexperience are liable to
become the victims of dishonest or
designing dealers."
ContInuing to discuss the meaning
LEGAL TANGLE
AT SMITHLAND OVER TRIAI
OF EDITOR CHITTENDEN
WHO WAS INDICTED.
Refuses to Give Bond and Goes to
Jail and Applies for Trial Before
County Judge.
Smithlande Ky., May 24.—The con-
crete improvements of the sidewalks
o fthe town are moving steadily
along, and Smithland residents wilt
soon be in position to boost of as;
flue pavements as are to be found in
any of the large cities.
The old town is putting on an air
of progress generally.
J. E. Ceettendon, recently indicted,
by a special grand Jury for criminal.
contempt of court, by writing an art-
icle criticising tele court, here at its
recent session, came down last Mon-
day in the care of the serif of Crit-
tendon county, Ky., and in default
of bail, was lodged in the county jail.
His attorneys then, under section
1073, of the Kentucky statute de-
manded a trail o fthe prisoner before
the county judge, who at first refused
to take jurisdiction of a contempt
case arising in a higher court; Chit-
tenden's attorneys, Senator Deboe
and County Attorney Henderson of
Crittenden's, insisted on the county
judge taking jurisdiction, but he firm-
ly refused, saying that he could not
understand wherein he, as county
judge had the right to try a contmpt
proceeding that arose in a higher
court; they finally asked him if he
would abide by Judge J. F. Gordon's
opinion about the matter, and he said
of course he would, as Gordon had
the final control of the matter over
him, except of course, the court of
appeals; the county judge phoned
Judge J. F. Gordon relative to the
matter. and Gordon told him to leave
the matter alone, as he had no juris-
diction.
But after sleeping over the matter
and again talking it over with the
attorneys on both sides, he yester-
day morning decided that he did have
jurisdiction and that he would try
the case tnd he set the- case for trial
tomorrow. Friday the 25th, inst. It
will bc an interesting case. because
it will determine all other libel cases
here, where indictments have besm
found, as the parites indicted will go
to jail and demand a trial before the
county judge, under section tom
which provides for the trial of all
misdemeanor cases where parties are
in jail, to be tried before the county
judge; our commonwealth's attorney
contends that the parties must go
to jail in default of bail, and in good
faith, and that this statute was never
intended for any man who could give
bail, but refuses to efo so, in order
to get a trial before a county court,
and to avoid trial in the corcuit court.
So after Judge Gordon's direction
to the county judge to "lay off" and
our commonwealth's attorney taking
the position that he does as to sec-
tion ton there promises to be sonic
lively timee ahead yet in old Liv-
ingston county.
M1rs. Anna Lake Adams, wife of
Dr. Linn Adams, Tres about recovered
from her attack of fever: she is able
to be out driving now with 'her hus-
band.
The Smithland Fishing club is hav-
ing fine luck" this year at the lakes
near Bayou; they are shipping quite
a lot o ffish deily to the families of
the members of the club and to
friends.
The farmere see suffering greatly
on account of the drouth.
GOVERNMENT WAS TOO SLOW
So Mrs. Lew Wallace Has With-
drawn Offer of Gift of Peace.
Washington, May 24..—Because of
dilatoriness by the government, Mrs.
Wallace, widow of Gen. I.ew Wal-
lace, has withdrawn her offer of
"Water Babble," the magnificent
country place of the late author, near
Crawfordsville, which the Wallace
heirs a year ago offered to the gov-
ernment, provided it would be main-
An Edison
Phonograph
Will bring pleasure to your
some during the long sum-
mer evenings. They are run-
ning now at our store. Come
in and hear them. Then






investigation, which at least must re-
quire more or less time, trouble and
expense, that such persons making
such false and fraudulent representa-
tions do not fall within the provisions
of the statute and are not guilty of
the defense therein defined—we con-
fuse that such rule would very nearly
approach the abolishment of the true
purpose and spirit of the provision of
the statute.
lWe are aware of the extent to of the statute against fraudulent rep-
which some of the courts have gone in resentations, Judge Fox says:
announcing the rule that it is no part When all the representation is
•o! the duty of the court to interpose made designedly, with the intent to
and protect the unduly credulous, cheat, or was ealculatcd to deceive
who are willing to listen and give and capable of defrauding, the person
credence to the bold, naked state-; cannot excuse himself by saying that
ment or assertions, of parties seek- "if you had been sharp, vigilent and
eincto acquire money or property. :ai•tute, you could have detected the
Undertaking to carry out the pur- fraud."
poses of statute defining and creat- When there is an absolute repre-
ing this offense, we are unwilling to satott, false and untrue, , and
take such an extreme view as is intIV - tii be inch, the purchaser his
cated by some of the cases cited by a right to rely upon it, and common
appellant. The enactment of „the, eeoweety and morality demand that
statute upon which this proeecutieet the-fraudulent deaters should not
is predicated is a clear announcement, screen. themselves by the excuse that
to the public that this commonwealth the party could have detected the
will not tolerate the obtaining . e4 %fraud if he did not -rely upon the rep-
money by one person from another frelentations made.
by any sort of fraudulent methods. I
If the rule is 16 be announced that t ; ‘ Kentucky Trap Shooters,
money or property may be obtained' . Owensboro, Ky., May 24.—Trap-
from a citizen of this state by atie !fthonterti rotei ell ever Kentucky are
other by Means ef lfalse or fraudulent attending the meeting of the Ken-
representatione, and with:Theiltesign ,'frieRy Ti.apshonteta' ashociatien. The'
to cheat or tlefietild; that unless the state championship will be decided
party to whom such Mit/ trill/Meta J toitilyc the'eiiintVer-itoceititig a sliver
repres mien-hi - ite:' mit1e. tnaitils in. iififilty-4 up. i s• ''. '
'











Simple—Scribbles was telling me
that he made £50 out of his last vol-
ume of poems. Is it true, do you
think?
The Cynic—Yes; his publishers'
warehouse was burned down with al/
the poems, and as he was well insured,




Poor Venus has an awful time
Among these other stars—
She cannot wear her saturn dm",
Nor closer sit to Mars.
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES.
Judge-3o you confess that you stole
the suit at clothes? Have you any.
thing to „lay in mitigation of sentencei
Prisoner—Yes, your honor. The vest
wa,s • wratched —Fllegende Blast.
ter.
Relined Cruelty.
Clara—How do you haze a girl al
your college?
May—We lock her in her room and
then tell her through the keyhole about
the beautiful bargains which are to be
had at mark-down sales.—Town Top
Ica.
It Often Happens.
understand you played a solo at
the musicale last night."
"No; merely an accompaniment."
"Why, nobody sang."
"True. But everybody talked."—
Chicago News.
Those College Habits.
"To be frank, this is pretty burn
cooking, old man."
"I know it, but my wife is Just out
of college."
"Still, I wouldn't let her haze ms."—
Chicago Sun.
Nasty.
Estelle—I said a word last night
that made Clarence the happiest man
on earth.
Eileen—Why, I didn't know you
were going to refuse him.—Cleveland
lAiader.
Open to Conviction.
"Do you believe In the reincarn•
Oen?" asked the mystical woman.
"I don't know," answered the man
who weighs his opinions; "I have
never seen it tried." —Was hington
Star.
Had To.
Jiro:mon—Well, well! That's the first
time I ever,saw you give • woman
your seat in • crowded car.
Jayson—Not so loud, please. That's
our cook.—Cleveland Leader.
A Give Away.
"Do you think she is very old?"
"Yes, awfully. I heard her speak
of 'swinging on the gate' when she
was a little girl. It's a long time since
fences."—Detroit Freee Press.
Happy Days.
Estelle—Clarence, Just think of It!
Five weeks from to-day and we will be
married.
Clarence—Well. let's be happy while
we may.—Tit-Bits.
CrueL
Young Mother—Oh, Mr. Bachellor,
you must see my little baby. He's
such a funny little felow.
Bachelor—Well, Nature will have
her little joke.—Puck.
His Chance.
Mrs. Jawback—John, wake up! You
are talking in your sleep.
Mr. Jawback—Leipme 'lone. It's the
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°- Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
TIF
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
1 
sno
cENT.IwSritef liloiLrLour big FRYE IT ILICII COLE catal "
wirig the moot complete line ,,f h:gh-gradeBICYCLES, TIRES and SUNDRIES at Pitt •DEIA3W any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
To IntpodwooW. WIII 8.11 NAILS, TACKS
Owolt ALSE.11irs= Of0,318 1ng;
OUT THE Alit
(CA614 WITH ORDER $4.116)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No damper from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two lisaired Thousond pairs wow In actual use. Ow
Sevealy-five flattened pairs sold Iasi year.
11114110RIPTSINI s Made In all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined insidewith • special quality of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctureswithout allowing 
. 
air to escape. We have hundreds el letters from sanded criboenere seatingthat their tires have only bees pumped up once or twice in a whole seSJOCI. They weigh no more thanan orthoary tire, the puncture resiagdrit skalitie• being given by several layers of Oda, specialtyprepared fabric oh the tread. That "Rol Hack" senastion commonly felt when demon iispilsIt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent " et Weave" tread prevents all sir tram beingsqueezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all portion. The regular prioeoliet rilsde:
tiros is "Iv per pair, but for advertising purposes we are wine a .edeit t
et only 1 same 4 No per pair. All orders shipped day letter is received. We sfirpcMitc.t 
t  th
on approval.You do net pay a cent until you have examined and found the strictly as represented.
We will allow • sash ellastrast of 5 per cent (thereby making the prke .455 per pair) if you sendFULL OA= WITU ORDIlin and enclose this advertisement. we will also aend one nickel
plated beam head pump and two Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture claws to be used in came of intentional knife cots or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if foe any reason they are not satisfactory on 'nomination.
We are peretetty reliable sad money seat to us is as safe as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
banker, :prain or Freight Agent or the }Want of this paper about us. If you order • pair al
these tires, you will that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and look
Seer than any tire you have ever used or sees at any prior. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want • bicycle you will IliVt us your order. We want you to send us a small trial
order at once, brace this reinarUble tire offer.
built-up-wheel* saddles, pedals, parts and repair+, anii00AS71131.1NMICE.54 everything in the bicycle Rae are sold by us at half thnsisual
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue
DO NOT miff but Vol aulpairPrtll today. aryoneOZitifiliSk 'OF BUYING,.you k the new • t
wooderful offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW. ,
•DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE fr°-lit any fly,9r on sov 44osef lorau, until you have received our complete Freelogos» illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-rd,bicycles, old poterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable 0V%PRICES and wonderful aew offers made possible by selling from factor,direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
Saltrw 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no whetISNIP ON APPROVAL twit/tout a cewl &pail', Pay the Freight andhouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valeable information by simply writing us a postal
We need • 11•1•0. Assist in every town and can offer an opportunitsto make money to suitable young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES 9!
Pries $
$8.50 per pair.
Noah.* the Walt rubber tread
"A'• sad remoter's stripe '41"
sad •It1." aim Irian strip .11"
to 'moos Ms nutting. Tads
Mee will onstiout any either
asaka-11101,T, ALASTIC and
LAST /1.1DINU. 1
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept* "J L" C ICAO°, ILL
Good Morning!
Did you swallow your share of dust  last night?  I have a full line of 
Carden Hose, Nozzels, Sprinkling Sled*
At the Concert.
patience—That longhaired MILD
with the diamonds, at the piano, I Nal •
liettrd started life as a poor musician.
Patrice—Well, he's that yet.—Yoult•
Statesmat. "
Perfectly Simple.
'Your language is ver]r simple."
"Yes?"
..ype; you say when a fighter is all
hi It is easy to put him .011t."—Home
ion Post
liot bine*.
0.—How many sisters ha** you get,
Bhe—Two.
"Are they single?"
*No, they're twins."—IPenkers Staten
4 
fisaa. _ -.1
etc., various grades and various prices.
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Friday Morning, May 25, 1906.
Insulting the Good Citizens.
"The lid is going to be jammed
down in Louisville next Sunday in
such a way as to pinch Mr. Good
Citizen and make him think a closed
Sabbath i s a nuisance. Every busi-
ness enterprise will be suspended.particular attention being paid to
those that are harmless and furnish
conveniences to the crowded helpless
urban poptilation."—Paducah Sun.
The Register, in behalf of the good
citizens of Paducah, desires to re-
sent the slur cast upon them, in the
paragraph published above, and
which appeared in the editorial col-
umns of the Sun yesterday afternoon.
and in resenting the insult, we pro-
pose to speak plainly.
In order to impress upon the mind
of the reader the full meaning of the
Sun. we now ask that he again read
the paragraph.
The Sun says the enforcement of
the Sunday law will be "in such a
way as to pinch Mr. Good Citizen
and make him think a closed Sabbath
is a nuisance. Every business en-
terprise will be suspended." Mark
you, "Mr. Good Citizen," the slur is
aimed. at you; to observe the Sab-
bath "is a nuisance," and "every"
business enterprise will be suspend-
ed_ That's a cold blooded lie, and is
uttered to mislead the people.
The Louisville Times, the officia1
organ of the administration at Louis-
ville, in its issue of Wednesday, says:
"Following official anaolincemerat
of the intention of the governor and
mayor to put die Sunday closing :aw
into effect in Lonieville, the board of
public safety today issued an order
calling on the chief of police to in-
struct his men to steethat the law is
strictly enforced, which enforcement
will prohibit the following upon Sun-
day:
Saloons, professional base ball.
theaters, selling liquor in cirug stores
barber shops, billiard halls, bowling
'alleys, skating rinks, contract work,
'The order becomes effective Satur-
day midnight."
Every busineks enterprise will not
be suspended; the street cars, news-
papers, livery stables, fruit scenes,
groceries and every other business
enterprise that must necessarily be
conducted on Sonday will not be
ennmerated in the order of the hoard
of safety.
Now, "Mr. Good. Citizen" how
many of you ptronize on Sunday
such business enterprises as saloons.
professional base ball, theaters, buy-
ing liquor in drug stores, harber
shops, billiard and bowling alleys,
skating rinks and. doing contract
work? If you do, you are aiding and
abetting a violation of the law. Caa
a man do those things prohibited by
law; or aid in doing them, and be a
good' citizen? He might he a clever
man, even a good man, but a good
citizen stands for law and the en-
forcement of law. According to the
osi, to a sr -, t ic
'bath will make the good citizen think
a closet Sabbath a nuisance. If one
accepts the teaching of tie elute then
the enforcement of law is a .nuisance.
No doubt • it is .a nuisance to the
Sue sad its owners, and we frankly
*say that the Sun is the only paper in
Paducaht that lias always advocated a
Wide open town on the Sabha* and
it has done more to corrept the mor-
als of the youth of the city than any
other agency in the city. It goes
into homes in this city where wive:,
mothers and' children imbibe its en-
American techings; children with
minds easily impressed see those
things in a newspaper and finally
believe in the teachings, and become
lax in their regard for the Sabbath.
That paper has done everything in its
power to break down the American
Sabbath, and to advocate free rein
toothe lawless clo -,that day. Why?
We will tell pot.
•
•
Among the stockholders- of that
paper are men who are back of over
fifty of the Saloons and dives in this
city—through their claims to respect-
ability on account of the dollars
wrung from the drunkards' pockets,
carrying misery, woe and desolation
to their families, they have been en-
abled to have many of those places
run in defiance of all law and de-
cency, and somebody has had to
furnish the victims aes1 the money.
Fine dress and Wealth does not re-
lieve the responsibility. The men
who ultimately get te money ars.
proclaimed by their tools and toadies
to be great men and progressive men.
Yes, if they had their way barrooms
would take the place of churches,
and such a thing as a Sabbath woull
never be known.
crime-iiitignorance nToTiT
flourish, and Paducah be not a fit
place for decent peOple to live in.
These are plain words, but we ask
the reader to think a moment and
see if they are not true.
The places that are to be closed
leouisville are classed by the Sun
as "harmless and furnish conveni-
ences to the crowded helpless ur-
ban population." Harmless, are
they? Statistics in Missouri show
what Sunday closing of sa'oons and'
kindred places have done for that
state. It decreased crime, such as
murder and. debauchery and the ob-
servance of the Sabbath will do that
everywhere. But the Sun people do
not want Sunday observance in Pa-
ducah. That's what's worrying it
The Great Creator said man must
have one day in seven for rest
The Sun says differently, and if the
good citizens of Paducah relish such
teachings they can get it out of that
paper.
Autocrat McBroom.
At the meeting of the board of
councilmen Wednesdey night Presi-
dent George 0. Meliroom of that
board aped some of the tactics
of the late Czar Reed when he
was speaker of the house. When
a respectful communication from the
board of public works with an opin-
ion from an able firm of lawyers
on a matter that affects the city, was
presented, Autocrat McBroom, with
an imperious wave of his hand, ex-
claimed, "We don't want to hear it.
File it." No matter what may be
his opinion or feelings towards the
board of public works, common de-
cency and politeness, if he knows
what they arc, demanded that the
documents be read. The board of
public works has no designs upon
the city, and is composed of three
mein whose !nosiness and interests
are far greater and more important
than MicBrupsist and yet they give
their time clTeMlly and willingly to
the cify in their endeavors to prc-
mote its welfars and assist in its pro-
gress. The condect of President Mc-
Broom was an insult, but when we
consider the source, it excites pity
more than resentment. The mem-
bers of the general council, both in-
dididnally and collectively, have the
right to differ with the board of pub-
lic works, and every one but M:-
Broom will no demsbt grant the board
the right to differ with other gentle-
men, but that dries not mean to act
the boor, offer an insult or to .hare a
difficulty.
Wilren a man, not a cheap politician,
is honored by being elected to preside
over a body, he ii supposed to have
some of the elements of fairness,
courtesy and dignity; and he is not
placed there to use his position for
venting his spleen against any one.
bid to preside over the deliberations
of that body. And if he is too nar-
row minded to appreciate the dignity
of his posirfail lie should resign.
lit is not incumbent upon the gen-
eral council to accpt the views of any
one affecting the city of Paducah,
for that body has the full right and
power to act and • determine on all
questions that may come before it,
but we do say that every public of-
ficial, as the representative -oaf the
people, sould so deport himself as
to not be guilty of discourtesy.
The board of public works is en-
titled to no more consideration than
any on else, yet it is entitled to a
hearing, and as the council had no
official knowledge of what that board
had to say, the members of that body
have gone on record, through the
conduet of its president, as not de-
siring to grant the board of public
works a hearing. Now suppose the
board of public' works should retain-
ale and decline to Tied any corn- •
munication from the board af coun-
cilmen, the whole matter of improve-
melts Would be 'thrown inio cheese,
but of course that board would not
be guilty of such conduct.
President McBroom may not wain
to 'hear from the board of public
works, but that body has now resort-
ed to the 'courts, and he will be com-
pelled to hear What the board
to say on the subject.
has
The Island Creek Bridge.
The Sun, one of the corporation
twins, attempts to make the people
believe that it is interested in the
welfare of the people of Mechanics-
burg in its demands for a new bridge
at Island Creek.
The Sun is really fighting for the
Paducah Traction company and de-
sires to drive the tax-payers of this
into relying -for -a -bridge' over
which the trartion company may ex-
tend its lines into Mechanicsburg. If
the people will think for a moment,
they will recollect that two or three
years ago the street railwayditompany
obtained a franchise to extend its
lines into Mechanicsburg, but not
one word was said about a bridge at
that time. When it obtained that
franchise the owners knew that a
bridge would be necessary and they
'bided their time, and now hope to
shove the txpense on the city.
Among the stockholders of the Pa-
eincah Sun is the president of 'Ale
Paducah Traction company, and like
all corporation tools, that paper un-
dertakes to make it appear that it
is to the interest of the people for
the city to build the bridge when
really the bridge the Sun wants 's
for the benefit of the 'traction com-
pany. If the traction company, wants
the business of Mechanicsburg, let
it extend its lines at its own ex-
pense to that portion of the city, anti
not tax the people down in the city
to build a bridge for it to use. As
far as accommodating the people of
Mechanicsburg with a bridge, the
one now there can be put in good re-
pair for $1,5oo or a new bridge built
for about $6.000, but the one the
traction company wants will cost
over $20,000 and they are willing to
pay but 25 per cent of the cost, which
would throw an expense of $15000
on ,the tax-payers of the city.
The Register believes that the peo-
ple of Mrchanicsburg are entitled to
all the conveniences of the city, but
we believe that the street car people
should build its own . bridges and
tracks. And if that company is giv-
en to' understand that the city does
not intend to build a bridge for their
use, it will quickly devise mans to
get into Mechanicsburg, for the busi-
ness is there and they are out for
business.
All other business enterprises ga
out after business, and foot their
own bills.
The Paducah Traction • company
has already gotten more from the
city of Paducah than all of the other
business concerns put together, and,
with the extraordinary high prices it
is charging the people for lights it
is certainly digging into the people
rather heivily. and is able to build
such bridges as it may need. An-
other chief stockholder of the Sun is
reported to have said that the trac-
tion company should only pay 10
per cent of the cost of the bridge.
It is about time for the people of
Paducah to quit being held up by
the little gang that for years has been
growing rid, off the people of this
city.
The Sunday Closing Law.
(Louisville Post.)
It was one of the wise expressions
of (Skit. Grant that the best way to
secure a change in an unwise law is
to enforce it_strietly_ Whether the
present laws of the state of Kentucky
in regard to Sunday closing are too
comprehensive or not can only be
de‘ermined by the enforcement of
those statutes. For a generation they
have been allowed to fall into "in-
nocous desuetude," to use the expres-
sion of Mr. 'Cleveland, so practica:ly
the public knows nothingsef their
character,- --1-
It appears now that we Ore to have
front the state and municipallauthert-
ties an attempt to enforce this law
impartially. One branch of heftiness
is not to be singled out and another
allowed to escape, nor is there to be,
as we understand it, odious' through
illogical. unreasonable and sensilless
extensions. The Sundny saloons ana
Sunday theatres are to be closed,
and all bars where liquor is sold,
club bars and hotels bars are to sus-
pend operations luring one day.
This is perfectly feasible. It 4:per-
feretly easy to do this thing, It. the
people want it done. If they do not,
then they can go to the law-making
authority and have it so 'modified as
to meet their wishes; but as the law
stands, the governor and the mayor
s interpreted by the
are equally bound by their oaths to
see it enforced a 
 EuR0
and we have their word for
they intend to abide by that
courts,
U that
We can say that there
juggling with shis matter, as in Feb-
ruray the police authorities attempted
to juggle 'with it. The letter and
the spirit of the statutes must be
obeyed. All attempts to evade it will
be exposed. All efforts to throw
dust in the yes of the public will fail.
Nothing done shall be done in a cor-
ner. f the law is oppresive the gen-
tlemen who bossei the late legisla-
ture could have had it modified. The'
mayor got all the favors he wanted
from the legislature. Everything he
asked was secured. If, as he says, hs.
had been informed that the statute
was unconstitutional, he should have
had it amended. If it is too stringent
he should have had it modified. As
it stands, it is kis work. _..Noesie withone
felt' let him enforce it to




Judge Grosscup, in American III-us-
trated Magazine.
I have in mind the case of a gas
company in a city of more than one
hundred thousand people in the cen-
tral west. The method followed was
this: Several of the leading citizens
ot the city incorporated the company.
No bonds were issued. Stock was is-
sued only for cash, each dollar of
stock bringing into the treasury a
dollar of cash. The total capital, is-
sued in shares of small denomina-
tions, was offered in the first in-
stance, not to capitalists, but to the
citizents of the city who were to be-
cc-me the patrons of the company—
the voting power of the stock being
vested in trustees named in the or-
ganization agreement, the directors
and trustees to be elected from time
to time by the trustees. Dividends
on the stock were fixed at 8 per cent,
and a price was put upon the gas dis-
tributed, that after the deduction of
operating expenses, maintenaese anti
depreciation, would pay this dividend
and apply something each year upon
the repayment of the money paid in
upon the stock certificates; it being
provided that, when the stsck was
thus repaid in full, the pris.- of gas
should be placed at a figure just suf-
ficient to meet operating expenses,
extensions, maintenance, dcen-eciation
;nd the like. The corporation was in
a sense a benevolent corporation-4
corporation for the public good.
Though it took too little into account
eethaps of the dangers of such a ven-
ture, and the personal losses incident
thereto, the experiment was success-ful.
Worse Than Political Suicide.
(Murray Ledger.)
Charley Wheeler, the r iilroad at-
torney, is mentioned as Senator Mc
Creary's choice for governor. Ms.
McCreary's enemies dottioless putout the report to injure him. Itwould be political suicide for Mc-
Creary to form such an a'liance.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
CONVENTION.
Gathering Brought to Clere at Mur-
ray Yesterday.
The annual gthering pi the South
Kentucky Sunday schoei and Mis-
sion association, came o a close
yesterday- afternoon at N'ttrray, and
the large crowd of Pp.•!icah dele-
gates returned last at 8:3o
o'clock, among them beie - Rev. W.
H. Irnicerton, D. W. Bliss, Mr.
and Mrs. J. K. Bondurant, Mr. Chas.
Stinting.; and others. Rev W.J.Huds•
petit. Hopkinsville minister who has
been conducting the revival at the
Mrchanieaburg Christian church
here, went on to his home, but
comes back to this city in time to
restime the meeting Sunday.
About leo delegates were present
at Murray and there conducted one
of the most successful gatherings
ever held by the organization. Mot--
ganfield was chosen as the point for
holding the annual gathering nest
May.
Miss Ruth Bolinger of Sheffield,
Ala.. and Miss Beulah Ligon of
Srayfielerare visiting Miss Ella B.







MRS. COWLING GETS JUDG-
MENT AGAINST S. G.
LEONARD ESTATE.
Chaperoned Sallie Leonard on Trip
to Europe, and Advanced Her




PADUCAH ACADEMY OF MEDI-
CINE ORGANIZED LAST
NIGHT.
Object of Association Is Mutual Ad-
varrcement of Members From
Professional Standpoint.
Several physicians of the city met
lest night in the office of De LDispatches Arom the appellate
court t Frankfort yesterday, stated .1-Yne Smith for the purpose of or-
that this tribunal had affirmed see, ganizing an _Academy ok_Medicine.
-Louisiriff-e common Pleas court. qv The object of this organization is
the suit of Mrs. L. H. Cowling for the purpose of advancement along
against the estate of the late Sim G. modern lines of medical science.
1Leonard, banker of' Edetyville dur- The emthods pursued will embrace
ing life. The suit was for money lectures, climical demonstrations and
Mrs. Cowling advanced Miss Sallie pathological research.
Leonard, during a tour of Europe The following officers were elected:
by a party of young people who Pres'dent Dr. R. E. Hearne, Vice
were chaperoned by Mrs. Cowling. 'President Dr. E. R. Earle, Secretary'
Miss Sallie Leonard was the Dr. L. Lyne Smith, Treasurer Dr.
youngest daughter of the late SimiL. E Young Historian Dr. C. E.Leonard who sent her to Europe in Pwcell.
s
the party taken by Mrs. Cowling.
The latter advanced' the young lady
expense money, making her total
claim of $1,800, all of which was
paid by the girl's father, with excep-
tion of Vico. Mesi Cowling filed
suit against the father, who was then
alive, and the courts at Louisville
gave her judgment. The young
lady's father carried. it to the ap-
pellate court, and died while the ac-
tion was pending there. Now the
$600 judgment is confirmed.
After returning from Europe the
young woman took to the stage and
in the east filed suit for $25.000 dam-
ages against some man, for alleged
breach of promise.
FARMER SANDBAGGED.
W. W. Threet. of Mershall County,
the Victim.
This morning shortly after 12
O'clock Mr. \V. W. Threet of Mar-
shall county, was sandbagged on
Court near Second street, but luck-
ily his assailants were detected by
others and scared away before they
could rob him. Mr. Threet came
here and sold his cow yesterday. Hs
had about $25 on his person, and
strolled around about Second and
Court. He was crossing the street
when three ncgroes came along, and
one dealt him a severe blow on the
head with a sandbag which painfully
injured his cranium. Ile was felled
to the ground, but John Ward, the
saloonist was out in front of his
place, across the way, Oid acing what
had been done, scared the darkies
away, the trio racing towards the
river and escaping in the darkness.
Threet got up after being given at-
tention. reported the matter to the
police who are now looking for the
negroes of whim they have a good
description.
Bone Removed.
Several weeks ago •Clifford Full-
mer, an apprentice in the I. C. ma•
chine shops, got his right hand and
arm caught in a machine and painful-
ly crushed. Necrosis set in and ye•t•
tcrday Chief Surgeon Murrell qf the
railroad hospital. had to cut about
(Inc and a half inches of the decayed
bone from the arm. If this does not
remedy the injury the probabilities
are the hand- and wrist will have to
be amputated.
The lad is the son of Genera!
Foreman Robert Fullmer of the
shops.
Returned Home.
Mr. J. J. Slayton has returned to
hie home in Princeton. Ky.. after be-
ing confined here for the past three
weeks or month, with smallpox. He
is employed by the I, C.. and came
ho!,re for treatment several weeks ago.
It developed he had smallpox, and
Slayton Was plIteed in-the city pert.
house out behind Oak, trove ceme-
tery., Ile is now entirely reetwerefl.
1111Many Being Held at the Various
Churches.
"Our Shortcomings" was the sub-
ject of an impressive sermon deliv-
ered last evening at the Third street
Methodist church by Rev. Watts,
who was greeted by a large congre-
gation. Thus far there have been
seven conversions, one being effected
last night.
Trimble Street Methodist.
Yesterday morning at 9 o'clock
Rev. R. E. Brasstield preached on
"The VS'oman At The Well" at the
Trimble street Methodist church,
while at the evening hour his theme
was "Repentance." The service last




Much interc‘t is being taken in the
p: otracted meeting at the %V est Ten-
ne.see-Nlethodot church on Guthrie
est-nue. where large audiences gather
each afternoon and vning to hear
Rev. T. J. Owen,
Church Societies.
This afternon at 4 o'c! . . the
Ladies' Mite society of the First
church meets with Mrs. F. N. Gard-
ner of 509 Washington street.
At 3 o'clock this afternoon the
Mi.eionary society of the First
Presbyterian ctr.r.:h meets with Mrs.
Edward Bradshaw( of !Roo Monroe
41itt-t
Back of every Policy of
f THE MUTUAL LIFE
t of New York stands
x The First American Life In-







Than ay other Compay in the
r.
1-14.1 >4.-ets_L-0 4 It Pit-'••
Real Estate Bargain.
North East Corner Seventh
Clay, Mom house. 4.3 feet











Rudy, Phillips & Co.219-223 Broadway
SPECIAL SALE
•..wiantaz.0
DURING OUR SPECIAL SILK SALE Friday morning we will alsohave a sale in our Millinery, Department, on second floor, that will in-terest you.. While you are waiting to be waited on for silks go to secondfloor and look at these bargain; or should you need any silks it will be




200 Chiffon and Net Veils, all colora, worth from $1.50 to soc, in this saleeach, at 
. ..25c.too Untrimmed Shapes, all colors and all shapes 
 Half Price.40—Hat Special lot trimmed 'hats,' this season's best styles and shapes
, .Hslf Price.New lot of Light Chiffon Milene Hats; the latest things in mid-sum















ALL FAST IN THE GAMES
PLAYED YEXTER-
DAY.
Paducah Literally Cleaned Up By
Jacksonville—Vincennes Loses— ;
Also Cairo.
How They Stand. •
Paducah, 14 8 -634
Vincennes - • Lt 8 .636
Danville 12 to .543
Cairo ou
Jacksonville le „, • .. : 





Jacksonville, Ill., May 24.—It was
easy sailing for the home team to.
day:
R ii E
Paducah 5 II 2
Jacksonville  13 II 3
Batteries, Tadlock and Chenault,
Fox and 'Belt.
Mattoon 5; Vincennes 3.
Mattoon, Ill., May 24.—Whitley
blew up in fifth and the locals won
R H E
Mattoon 5 7 4
Viniennes 3 7 2
Batteries. Mattoon, McCarthy and
Schissell; Vincennes, Whitley and
Matteson. Umpire Bush.
The people on Mill street put in e
petition, asking that George Collier
Le refused a license to open a saloon
at 133 Mill street. The petition was
filed, for reference when the antici-
i-ated application for-tirensesit §tIM
Officer James Clark of the police
force who was shot while on duty,
December 25th, at Eleventh and
Broadway, asks the officials to pay
his doctor and medicine bill, and this
iequest was referred to the financ•
committee.
J. R. Puryear has sold half of his
Oink Grove cemetery burying lot to
William C. Kidd, and asked that th-
latter be given a deed for his portion.
This request was confirmed.
Mark Coulson was granted the con-
tract to do some plumbing work to
Sexton Mattison's house at the ceme-
tery, his bid being $45.
City Weigher R. H. McGuire
offerred his bond of the Title Guar•
anty and Trust company, and it was
accepted. fie gives bond to guar-
antee faithful performance of his pub-
he duties
Several years ago the city ac-
cepted $3,000 from the Cumberland
telephone company as all claim the
Danville 3; Cairo city had against the company for
May 24.—Danville taxes and license. The understand-Danville. Ill.,
bunched hits in the fifth, and won i.-or then was the city was to sell the
by a score of 3 to 2. Christian's company a certain kind of franchise,
home run in the eighth was th. which it never did, the company re-
feature of the game. Christman fosing to let the city stipulate in
pitched a wonderful game, striking the franchise, what price the corn-
out eight, and allowing hut two hits. r any shrink' charge patrons for tele-
R H r phone service, as exists in the in-
Dantille 3 8 4 dependent company's public grant.
2 o The city then sued the Cumberland2 
Batteries, Christman and Qui,esser; people to oust them from the city,
Christian and Searles. and the company enjoined the muni-
cipality in the U. S. court. Now the
city some weeks ago placed $3,000 in
the hands of the city solicitor to give
back to the telephone company,
which refused the money. The coun-
t:I Wednesday night ordered the soli-
e;tor to turn the money back into
the city treasury, and when the
aldermen took up this question, Hon
Hal S. Corbett, the attorney who is
helping the city in its legal fight
against the telephone people, advised
the officials not to ()veer the solicitcr
to turn the money back but to let
the solicitor keep it In his hands, and
act thereby as a continual tender to
the telephone people. The aldermen
accepted his advice, and leave the
money with the solicitor, front whom
the telephone people can get it when.
ver they accept the tender 'of the
$.1,000.
In each fire department building ;$
a telephone, connected with the other
departments alone, being no phone
connection w th the public, except by
those paid for by the stationmen out
of thick owa bad& Sam Reeks No
the officials ordered that the city pay
out of the public treasury, for these
phones the firemen have been paying
for. Some authorities now object to
the city paying, and the question we.;
referred to the finance committals las
recommendation
It was ordered that tarpaulins be
Lought to prevent the earth from
getting scattered over the grass on
the lots when graves are dug in the
cemetery.
The street commtttee and board of
works were asked to look into the
ii question of opening Kentucky
avenue, from Eleventh street through
the I. C. railroad yards, to. Twelfth
street. They were also requested to
see what 'could be done towards
epening George Street.
Chief Collins of the police force
was dir eted to ascertain what ar-
rangements he could make to have
someone take lip stray and untagged
thr rity to order to gIt The ground frotlithel There was tabled the councilmanicothers the city solicitor was ordered recommendation that the board ofto institute condemnation proceeding public works be asked to send one ofand .take the land by force through the city's wagons to pick up andthe courts. 1-aul away tin cans accummulated inThe board ratified the report of the public alleys.special committee recommending thas There was ordered brought in- forthe city's electric light plant be en • enactment an ordinance, stiputhlUrged sufficiently to properly care that concrete sidewalks shallbefot Jesoasbeeet corner are lights, the built on South Fourth, between Nor-additional machinery esi be installed, ton and Rusbandi streets.not to cost more thew $2cotxx). On When the addition to the Southconfirming this report, the aldermen Side fire department building atordred the electrical engineer to Fourth and Elizabeth, is completed,go over the present plant and the city's fire engine will be stationedsee what mechanism is necessary for these for use during: fires in the sur-the enlargement. Bids will then be rounding mill district. An engineerreceived from the supply houses, will be needed to operate the engint.,showing the prospective , cost, and a aud- an ordinance was orderedreport made back to the legislators brought in creating the office of "firefor action. tlepartment engineer" to be chosenThe hoard of works web asked to by fire commissioners.order the water company to extend The proper committee was re-its supply mains from tells and quested to meet today at AldermanSalem, out Twelfth to pahner street, miller's music store and take up theover' the latter highway to Thir- question- of revising the rules andteenth street, then outiThirteenth to regulations that govern the councilLangstaff avenue. The people out , and aldermen. Many changes are tothat way want the extension, so they be made.
can be Supplied with water. It .was Engineer Washingtoa reported 't
Cairo  
Old Paducah Battery.
Yesterdays dispatches showed that
the day before Toledo, Ohio, de-
feated the Louisville team, while
r laying at the former place, by a
score of 7 to 3. The Toledo batterY\
was Piatt and Land, two of Padu-
cah's old and best former players.
The high school ball team plays
the Lime Oak college team tomor-
row, the game betwen Paducah and
Cairo school Albs having been
postponed from that date.
PER
Hon. 0. T. Toombe and daughter
Cyreue, of Clayton, N. M, • arrived




(Continued From First Page.)
order that the proposition could be
thoroughly looked into the proposi-
tion was referred. to the street com-
mittee
The petition of North Fifth street
p-operty owners asking that six foot
wide conceete sidewalks be laid along
that thorotighfare between Jefferson
and Clay was referred to the street
committe and, board of works to sec
what shall be done. An ordinance
-was brought in and defeated in the
council, providing for ten foot side-
walks on that street, and now that
the people petition for six foot pave-
ments the question will be definitely
footled before measures are adopted
ordering the work..
All but three of the property own-
ers want an alley run through the
block from Meyer to Clements street
in Mechanicsburg. Those wanting it
agree to dedicate property, and ncoa
• "••••P.feallaullifs-also requested that the water corn- would be next Augustus before Ex-
patty have its mains extended on 1 pert Civil Engineer Alvord of Ch--
Elizabeth from Sixth to. Seventh cago would finish the plans and
streets, specifications for the new sanitary
City 'Electtieian _and Building In- sewerage system for all streets in till' "HIGH SHERIFF"specter' W,: .J. McPherson, reported Western portion of the city. Mr.te the board that building No. la, Alvord was given the contract to doBroadway was in a very delapidated this work on account of the city en•condition, and sltntilkl be torn down gineer having too much other dutiesbefore it falls and hurts someone. It to look after.
is owned by Laundryman E. C. Chairman Palmer of the light corn-Clark's wife, and occupied. by George mittee refused to bring up the ques-W. Robertson's ice office, and the tion of submitting to the people thefire committee was directed to Ilex- question of voting bonds for the newamine it and see if it should besoted, light plant and waterworks plant, to Deputy Sheriff Rogers Went Alongif so to condemn the property, and be owned by the city. The petition to See That the Job Was Wellorder it torn down, for this question was on his desk,
but he passed it over without even Done, Though.
presenting the document, or speaking
tit it, despite the fact that two weeks
ago the aldermen voted to bring up
the proposition when all the board
embers- were present, and every Sine
was in attendance last evening.
Compl.nts have been made from many
souries that manyathings were being
charged up to the contingent fund,
end that it would soon be exhausted
at this rate, but Alderman Miller pre-
sented a report, showing that out of
the $25,000 apportioned to this fund,
$23,300 remained untouched, there-
fore it was not being unduly drained.








(Continued From Page One.)
alumni by many graduates, and pros-
Frets are good for a very large and
nourishing organization that will give
a number of gatherings, about once
each month.
Last of Month.
This evening the teachers all hand
in their reports to the different prin-
cipals of the buildings, showing the
work of the scholars for the grist
four weeks. These are the final
monthly statements issued, and tu-
mosrow the ,principals hand them in
to Supt. Lieb. The weekly principals
meeting was held yesterday; instead
of Friday, because the professors have
to remain at their respective build-
ings after study hours today, to re-
ceive the reports.
College Students.
The many Paducah buys and girls
who attend outside colleges areinow
returning home, a number hiving
come, while the remainder will arrive
at periods between now and the mid-
dle of next month. There are sev-
eral hundred of the •younger ones
here who go away for their intellect-
ual traing and when they get back
the social world will be unusuaeiy
lively for a fe wweeks, as it always
is.
Examinations
Superintendent Samuel J. Billing-
ton of the connty will today hold
examinations 14 colored people de-
siring to be tested in order to see
if they are sufficiently well educated,
to be granted certificates entitling
them. to teach in the county public
schools. The examinations for the
white applicants were held last week.
MR. COULTER'S CONDITION
Friends Have But Little Hope of
Recovery.
Although some hope has been en-
tertained for the past few days for
the recovery of Mr. GUS Coulter
it seems his condition is still alarm-
ing and that btrt little hope is en-
Pier-Wiled of his getting well.
His braip is now affected and he
linger in a almost unconscious state
scarcely, at any time recognizing any
one.
Naturally he is getting weaker and
becoming lrss able to battle against
the complications with which he 's
afflicted.—Nrayfield Messenger.
Parthena Vaughan, colored, was
sadly disappointed last night on
learning- -tarat -sire-eauld not be mar-
ried by "Mistah" Gus Rogers, whom
she called the "high sheriffff of the
city." She found him and laid her
w.shee before the popular deputy
sheriff, but he ,had to inform her he
%as not sufficiently clothed with
judicial power to tie her for life to
her swain, one John Ford, also of
the Ethiopian race.
Several days ago the man and
woman got their marriage license
from the county clerk and ever since
then have been looking for the
deputy sheriff, but could not locate
him until last evening. Ford told
Deputy Rogers that Parthena would
not have it any other way except that
she be married by him. The offices
informed them he could not do the
work himself, but that he would get
a man and then come and see that
the job was well done. This satis-
fied the woman who said anything
"Mistah Gus" did was satisfactory to
her. The deputy then procured Jus-
tice Charles Emery and they repaired
to the home of the woman in the
neighborhood of Eighth and Camp-
bell streets where the ceremony was
eerformed in the presence of a large
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The Edisonia I oc.
Electric Theatre
426 BROADWAY.
..High class Moving Pictures and
Illustrated Sngs, by Miss Zula Fay
Fox.
Evenings at 8 and g:3o. Matinees
Wed. and Sat.
Entire change of program weekly.
Loeb & Malone, Props.
NOTICE.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today;
869-a — Woelpert, Jno Res.,
Hinkleville Road.
2659—Moore, Martha, Res., 12o7
North Fourteenth.
2662—Cheek, Mrs. J. S., Rea., 314
North Sixth.
266f—Cosby, F. G., Res., Glen-
wood.
Wheel Stolen. 3663—Whitehead, W J., Res., 572!Leech O'Bryan reported to the Madison.
police last evening that in the after-
noon he went swimming at foot of Like other commodities telephoneincline at the end of North Fourth service should be paid for accordingstreet, and left his wheel standing to its worth and value.up there. On returning from the 
river he found the bike gone We have in the city over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
W
ported to the police t severalhat 
city and within the county we have
Yesterday Mr. 
Stolen, the Independent Co.; ouside of theScott re- 
weeks ago a bicycle was stolen from 63 times as many subscribers as the
the rear porch of his home at Ninth Independent Co. Yet we will placeand Madison streets. a telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. isLicensed to Wed.
The clerk issued a marriage licen-se supposed to charge and provide in
to John Rushing, aged e.4, and Sue addition, long distance facilities
Kelly, aged 2I both of this city which will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home.Barney OUlfield Still
Breaking Auto Records. Call 300 for further information
Lexington, Ky., May 24—At the
Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders' EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
tarabk, here yesterday Barney Oldfield COMPANY.
Iwolre the world's automobile record  
for fift miles hel dby himself. H:
covered the distance in •1 hour 16 Why will you suffer'minutes and 2 seconds, the best prev-
ious record being one hour 16 min- Whee
utes and 20 seconds. Oldfield also
won tht Bluegrass Sweepstakes, open . Dr. Dwight'sto the world, at five miles, and cap-
tured' the one-mile race from Paul RheumaticAlbert of Germany in easy style.
PROMISES PARTIAL
AM N ESiTY ON SUNDAY.
St. Petersburg. May24.—M. stoli-
pin, minister of the interior, is quoted
privately as promising a partial
amnesty ors Sunday. The working-
men's organizations are discussing
plans for a strike on Monday unless
the amnesty granted is full and com-
plete. Official papers are printing
reactionary telegrams to Emperor
Nicholas urging a dissolution on the
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By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed







Tells the things, you cesire mostin order to achieve success and hap-piness. No man or woman can affordto be without the assistance she cangive. It matters not what your prob-lem may be she can and will aid'you.
Love, business speculation, lostproperty, threatened dangers, futureprosperity, all these and many otherphases of human existence are to heram. an open book. Tells names andgives discriptions without asking aquestion. One interview will con-vince the. most skeptical. Parlorslocated at 317 North Seventh street}Tours to a. m.. to 8 p. m. For oneweek only. $5.00 readings $r.00.
xcursion:
St. Louis and. Tennessee River l'a.Oo-
et company—the cheapest and icc
excursion oet of Paducah.
SB on For the Round Trip toIUU Tennessee river & return
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each,will cure that ass ful pain
NVednesday and Saturday at 5 p.lkiHas cured others, will cure you.
t •
For other information apply to fee.
Koger, superintenden ; Frank LCall on us, or Phone 38 or A37 and
Brown, agent.
Remedy.
we will gladly tell woe about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
to the imperial address was seditious. Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone
eamima -••••......•••••••,,... • V.
Save Thi,.
6 photographs 15 cents.
6 photographs 35 cents.
And all sizes.
Give us a trial—good work.
Up-to-date Photo Co.
226% Broadway, Cor. Third
SEVERAL DEATHS.'
Two Occurred in This City and One
at Unionville, III.
.Miary Essie Rourk died at 335 hays
avenue congestion of the stomach.
yesterday morning, and will be buried
rove ceme cry
at g o'clock.
This morning at to o'clock Mrs.
Mary Nicholas, aged 45 years, will
he buried at Ook Grove cemetery.
Shedied of Bright's disease, and is
survived by her husband and four
children.
Biss Ada Matthews, aged 23 years,
will be buried today at Mt. Sterling
cemetery. She died of consumption,
at Unionville, Ill., across the rives. Call at cc rstore and hear the at a moment's
specially prepared Records of -Bands have the best orchestra of the coun-
Substitute Stenographer. and other Instrumental Music, Songs, try to play the dance music. Or you
Miss Thrcsa Kirchhoff, stenogra- Stories. Recitations, and assure your- may wish to leadn a song and what Detachable Horn Supporting Ara.pher of the Baghy and Martin law self that this is the best offered. You in tter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase 
Aluminum Swinging Arm—firm, was yesterday selected by Judge Buy only the Records.
a song over and over again if need 
Noiseless and periectly construe-Reed as special stenographer for the 
ttd Motor.STANDARD TALKING be. The possibilities of this wonder-
circut court, to serve whenever nee- 
Oil tempered bearings that willMACHINE RECORDS ARE 
last a lifetime—the regular official seenographier, Mrs. FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE ;musernent are endless. An adjustable Speed Screw—Manic Colley McMannon. AND QUALITY. This Grapropnone represents one lndestructable Natural Tone Soundof the latest achievements of the Box, etc. •Mprity Order Lost. As a home entertainer it has no Irrgest and best equipped Talking One Standard Talking Machine'Last week County Jailer James equal. The best talent in the coun- 'Machine Industry in the world. Free to Every Customer whose CashEsker sent Al Konkle of Ballance, try is brought right to your fire- Therefore its reproduction will stir- Purchases amount toGraves -county, a money order for aide to while aseay evenings with prise and delight 'the most exacting See and hear this wonderful instrt•-•1 
hied, and it develops this order was ecmical recitations and songs. An listener. ment and learn .how easily you cam
$3.50. The postoffiee 'there was rob- fr.' promptu dance may be gotten u;.1. The equipment consists of 05-inch obtain one free. ,
taken pith othira, the postoffice in-
It's Up to You!







Spector calling on the *ler yester-
day about it. LENDLER & LYDON.
notice and here you enamel Horn with large ampli,











Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildi
ng,







LA W h R—
'Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky.
 isr
I. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
-FLOURNOY & LIM)
LAWYERS








1CiFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky..
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114. Old Phone 484
_ •





Room. I, 2 and 3 Register 'Buiffi-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of. the
Mate. Both phones 3z.. .
— 
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:







DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
fao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to 10 a. m., I to 3
p. m. and y to 9 p. m. -
Br. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT





tOffiee over Globe Bank
Wings of Iscs1 t, 13AViodmititi THAN Putt)
Presages War rnS hle
4 '4
1- 6 gaYS Supersh  nus_. ipeople
..t4
• 
Oinly Ief dals ageia hen egg here in t
ise City with the
fr , • r'• • 4- • •
words "There will 4. 43. War" caused superstitious 'ilenrie.'muc
h worry.
Now word comes from Glajgow, Ky., that
 the wings of the thousands
of locusts in that 'section contain the 
letters "W. W," which supersti-
tious people believe presages "War and Want."ol
lie follthving ntithe
patch. , 4-
Glasgow, Ky., May 24,-The presence of locusts by
 the thou-
I parts 9f the county, but so fiVi(tibrdatitralte has been
ne ,f
a number o • the peps.a1 4ys all of the
m contained- 'We letters "W
W." Superstitious people say this means wa
r and want, mid that the re-
gular seventeen-year lOcusti. always have 
letters on their wings pro-
pht-'de4on Tioe,y-__say that. the last !tim
e the locusts visited this
country their wings were marked "P .P," and 
thit . year, was one of
sands is noted in
done, by the
.peace and plenty.
GEOIZGIAN l'"tY CANAL PLAN
_
Giant Water _a be Constructed
at a' Cot , of ...6s,000,coo.
'Winaippg,• MOY' 24!-Financial ar-
rdrigetnentsre abtut -LeoMpleted for
the , buiNing of the Georgian
Canal at as estirnaied Cod 0161,866,-
00o, n4 it is cectedwdrk ill'
commenced on acitiat.t.'iiiitstilnetion
duripvlies'cort,s,ipaneri Tb?, pro•
ject is to cent-deer '1We irele' lakes
with the • Atlantic -fty-72 -seism! water
way. It involsrex,:the, building of
forty miles of"Chhar' 'through solid
earth arid rock, fag mils of rocks
.the , deepening ;o1,several htuiched
miles of natural Water ways. With
the huge grain yield of the northwest
which is increasinarevery year, the
opening of this canal& the dream of
ported that he had examined the wings of
April. The prosecuting attorney of
the ,county refused to discuss th,
matter,. tonight,
sETTLE,
Ante,Rellum Claims, for Carrying
Mail.
Washington, My 24-Vinia J., Gar-
eit',''repreirentitive fr6m -the Ninth
Tennessee district, his sireceeffed at
the'pieseist session of the 'congress
in securing fas:orable action upon a
biff VAieft' fixes a precedent that' wi:1,
be of, Considerable iiiiteiesf,
tó's" of '.peofile thibtighout
the noilib.
ritfor IO'the Wail of Secislion there
%Vete Mine star nail t routes lh th
South than there 'are' today, ind it
happened thai in neatly -every south-
taiarly two centric/a will mean mil- 
•exit state there were a large number
lions of dollars annually to shippers
of al kinds of produce.
The company formed to construct
the canal is known as "The Canadian
Canal Corporation," and has been
promoted by the' following capitalists
among others: Henry C. Spaulding,
New York; T. W. Hugo, Duluth;
Tedford dlluattlates, •,. Chicago; John
1,!. Davidson, A„ndreur T. Drummond
and Richard Q.,.S.teele, Toronto..
The charter of the 'company pro-
-Odes that in Od place "'hall the canal
be iesachan sp:feet deep on the sills
or less than,,12.5 feet ..wide, ,. conse-
quently, it wilkcanpy all but the larg-
est of the ocean-going steamers.
With the .614ielusistitt 'of the finan-
cial 'arradgernertts for the budding. of
this canfal comes, the announc.ement
that the Manitoba government rill
bond a railroad compony to construct
a line due north frciin Winnipeeto
Hudson bay, making •another shbrt
and cheap grain rout! to Etvope.




Baby Boy Who Lived Two Days
New York, May Physicians of
Newark, N. J., say there is no parallel
case in medical recordi for the phe-
nomenon of nature disclosed is that
city at the birth .cif a boyto Mrs.
Charles lietlh, • Ca.*04n street.
The heart* of the infant, instead of
being in it. normal positiali, was by
curious freak of tiaftire placed coin-
Oetely outsicte Use . c4ett; directly
over its natural position.
Br. Carl H. VVintsen of the board
of health staff attended the woman.
He fOund the misplaced organ best-
ing in an apparently normal manner
— and performing its functiOns perfect-
Smith ly.
 The child was apaptently nornsel
and healthy in other respects.
Dr. Wintsch hasi,ened , o call in aj
rumber of his ,brotltel
\
. pliYiNcians.
They made an effOrt 'to ptate the
keart where nature intentleGit to be,
hut the effort was unsuccessful. Th4Y




C. MAIMING SEARS, M. D.
OMs 4,101 Meyers St.
371.
moved to the Homeopathic hospital
I where the case ciiitld be rehasety•watched.
1 For forty-eight hours the exiles
ergan did its work, but it wai
served that the child began to kr
  gra&
as a little la
n iVTCrei-Vte
*Ise ti was normal.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
-(-Horneopethist 





'Old Phone 498 Red; N num e 32. 
?Way '2; citi•
!Ceti' df' Cartni ktivt,botit0 indicted ilts
IPALCUCAH, 'KENTUCKY. charge •tif het:M*0 thislr Stites: The,
••1 te IkOlithf•Y rafikts j isty,f his
Pictures, Diplomds, • Certificate'
120
FIFTY-TW.0 CIT
-="2 CARM I, ILL.,
or contractors carrying the United
States mails on these Star routes who
on account of the disturbed condi.
ions in the. sopth 'at the time, com-
munication with many points being
broken 4;141701 rive pay for
the quarter Aiuittinillarrivary z, 1861,
and ending March 31, 186z: After the
confedorate government. had been es-
tablished the confederate' cOngress. . J
passed an act providing, tor payment
bl the. confederacy of Attest claims
wiere they had not been :paid by the
federal government but _s great' many
of them welit.,?siresToW. by either
power. , .
}'or a numb'er' of years ,efftarts have
been made by representatives from
the south to secure the passage of
special bills to pay these claimant,
but without . success. Congress has
refused to racogni5e. them. At the• a,
preaept sAssn, howevef, •ii-. Garrett
who is a membcr of the committee
on claims, took up. the matter with
that committee in connection with a
bill introduced by .hiaaself -, for the
papist:at to, the,,,beirar of Massalon
Whitten who was a 'contractor car-
rying the mail from Rutherford,
Tenn., to Dyersburg, Tenn, and suc-
ceeded in eecoristu a favorable report
from the committee. The bill passed
the house several weeks ago and has
now roctived the favorable action of
the, senate committee on claims and
it is net' believed that there will be
any diffreutty fit securingthe passage
of • if through 'the !senate. • , . ,
Mr. Garrett in discussing the mat-
ter !laid to yoUr cerrespondent:
"If the-hitt -Ts-finally palsied it will,
t think'. ,fix 2 4ricelent ina'ili • truly
hope"tro 4sectiA the iiiyirient of all
th.a. cies" of claims where the claim-
ants pr their hairs are able to show
that they never received pay from
the confedegate gqvcrn9lent. The
i.onfe4erate tccords Oil 1413 ,question
are in the, passcasion of ihe, auditor
oi the , postoffice department, but
they are mutilated . to some extent,
and do not show conclusively, there-
fore, the negative fact of non-pay-
ment by the confederacy. Da ad-
dition to the bill introduced, by my-
self favorable action has been had in
the coMmittee on four other similar
casts, two of :them f m SouthiGano-
lAlalaama, and these 0 no , on e
one !toll Tex* itnd pe ftim
private calendar of the4ousedincl+ 11
I.
_weaker until it died. doubtless pass when reached The
use id the child's hegt. ciaimf, are in -almost orrery Astance
S 
han usual and e Final!. The bill introduced lzyomyself 
. ., i •tries only $r37.5o, tut 7f e ag-
gregate there are many thousands of
doUare.ltestly due to peogisk.dirough•
out the south for services actually
.foritierl in this ';work.'  .11 • is my
poi:pose if the bill ,now in.thnrsenate
ifiliasied to draft it. veneret - bill giv-4ing't the proper department of offi-
cer .. authority to settle all this
charac er of claims where the proof
made sittiefaesory, that ahem ,have
ever beers paidtbyfAsitlettn tliejedaral
eminent or the .00nfedoepay,..and
IG.belir,ve,, that, such al la* pita :•b -
made •a' sweeping investigation. of .111e., 
chairman 
Mofr,t-h.M ilivaegur,thit: of brffelaftilaor  osiatimthei
leged election frauds, 'has not .‘yet re-
turned • a report into court, butlit is has assured me that he would favor
understood that its labors are about ' the rtigistirre•YOf 2cistitiP-tfralre is no
ended ant 'that 'the report . will be hdPe.tc;',VttrstIlli a •;b4IIIKItecittgh at
made publieltilitaday .or two. ' , ; , tift-inetaktb,,Fhllt 1,k-setn .artsingikto try.
,
The fact that -sp,ruany indictments and have,it itirly. im.,,the meeting
had been . found !leaked out •toniglit , next December and seer early action
and .taused,a ,sensation... .ca -, on. it. :I think „tbape 4,I,airns, are juAt
Everyone is wondering who are i i pin fact,a know they iwr and -there-
men ,indicted, ,• 1.1,,ts whispereartliat.0 ho..tpas-on aty theicupligol4 nor' fafe
among those whom will, be, :forced, ito •llrAid..,;.It.,ia , a itiff vent ,p4ass .of cues:
answer to the charge of .ka,steeing kof entitle, from ,ajle.,,,,49,4
,44, rise,
flsel4Y .3.heift,:f.;s1Pc440/i455 giVre °CS cit'70% b41 ttriX ar•fritf$1144YoUi jot."'"
the best known men of the town. .
It is understood that the -Orette'laelYnv^,Itnan..verrtria iNiall;trIft




of the Town are
selling their ten
at Township
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calandere
Framed right up to date in fire mita.
ate* time at the






Old Telephone the last township election held in 
find a woman Who Want* to
! '
IfiTTZLB' ADVENT173.1 Elf A
EfOrEL.
,
eAs prosperous ayou see me BOW, ;WO
weeks ,ago j was oatAtehos,'.' nuked
Ferigneon, as he paid the man in tir,,
white duck jacket and settled his sejn-
UllaUag attrafpin more 'acutely inakts
grsee-gr necktie. "I had drifted hrto
81001 y. ' p.63 cents in loose
change in my poaet and ablameleile'
tepdtation, as fir al Sioux CitY was eon"
earned. 1 calculatad that before I Nati
oat of there the reputation would gets
spotted up some, beanies I was hunting.
Guff Nilson*. who had agreed tome* met
it the /loose.
"I made a few cantions inquiries in,
a roundabout way concerning friend
Guff and wae finally directed to a tine
sandstone buIldinc where I was in)
fornied 11,4 diaying. I didn't can
on him.' was the use? I knew
he wouldn't be it liberty to do ms any
gtatai•l-atit for days. surywaY.
'I had a good-looking valise with
me that I found at Missouri Valley. whoa
we changed cars. It was a disappoint-
ment inside, as It contained nothing but.
four "soiled collars, • briar pipe, two hank
sandwiches, a razor and a balrbrusbit*
ft wee a,daedy externally, and I thumped'
It &ern on the marble in front of this
hotel clerk With all the wilide nos In thie
world. •
'I'll be hen= Ire 4142. it4)
,
'and I want /111bk wit
a
'If Ant He dilflutlt ins if! had any
baggage checks, but I took no notice of
.ke soon as 1 got to the room I
threw the boy half • dollar sad than
went down and bought a 3$-cent cigar
U the cigar atand so that the clerk could
nse.
"1 W.DA to bed at a tolerable wily
hour that night. I didn't waat to do mix
cheap grafting if I could nelp it and I fiid
to study up aomisfpliiof latapaign. I
finally concluded,lha I would do what
I could with the ho and hike right
out on the early morning train. So about'
tiro o'clock I went stiffly est in snr.
stocking feet with my hind/ little'
pocket assortment of tools and stab!'
into the room sect to mine. :.- .
'That was all I stole. There tame hale, .
raising yelps from the bed by the time
I had gotta the bureau. If you ever awns 
swift and smooth get-away in your
life it warn the one I made. I want like
a,tom-ca.t oat of the pantry window. and
I was in my own room safe and sound
before the echo of that cry died away
on the startOokigq10„/ ;et into bed la
a hurry. ..
/wit at that hieteiti he I heard the
sound of harrying feet a bright Mil
mole to me. r grabbed my transit*
took out the 111,I2 I bad left and slung
'em mit of the open window. Mtn II'
poked my head out of the door and:
joined the cborus of alarm up and dowIC
Use Corridor. • • •
' 'What was It? I asked the clerk.-
*tont I recognized In his disgelse If
pyjamas and bathrobe. Is it burglars.?
I'll bet it is, because if there wasn't one
In my room ten minutes ago I'm badly
fooled. I was three parts asleep when I
woke up and I thought I might be mis-
taken, and dosed off again, but I can't
And my trousers.'
"13ennebody else called Wm then and
he excused himself and hurried off I
went bark and turred on the eioetrj
light and got into bed. In about
minutes there was a knock at the,
and, the clerk came, in with a stonc Illi
dividual he Introduced as the prtspreatcw:
Toks *skid Me to tall .thop,W hat I knew
abotit tbe rkent Matt:ft:446C Ind I nari
rated tipw, keprlflUlight noise, I woke
'up an thoOjWt I id, s daik figureffit
across the room VIII* of the door, but
hearing nothing more I imagined I had
tbe nightmare and snoozed off again
till this rtile fa, the neat room Uttadoi•
out of bed In quest of my InmemeatcloUe
lag. now -missing..
-211r. Proprietor was gory sorry, ale
doubt there had been robbery, bat•the
robber bad escaped. The lady 1g. the
next room had given the alarm lust in
time to save herself from the lose of
jewels valued at $2,000. Think of u44,0
But he would see me in the looming.
". 'I expect you to,' I said, algal/leant.
ly. 'I value those trousers of zalnit p.:
$300. There was that much currency In
them. I think it's up to you to niaka
good.'
"He went sadly away and I turned
over on nay pillow with a mind at onna.
Of course, 4 knew he'd never' dig US,
any three centuries' On my say-so, but
it was a cinch in my mind that I was
fixed for a ticket to Chicago, reasonable
expenses and new trousers. Under the
..ntegnmatances that was good enonghfor
in.. --r- -
"Did I get 'em? Nit, not, He came
tip aceord5 rig ' to tsvfeetnent, bat he
brought something with him. It was
Ivy trousers. They'd caught on the rail
of the flre escape on the floor below and
instead of being grabbed by some passer-
by or falling Into an alley ash can, they
had been waving thers sracef ally ' la
the morning resae. attracting Ai talli
divIded 0.tten on KUM, on a thoaaarici
peoWe tn, a b ,cli. ,
" 'Strange!' l' WE "alio must hells
takeu.A0A ftritAllsMir:ta, the trowsi
ere *Ale '
'Very straiagils sayl he. iVery
'etrange, inditkdl' -He looked 'tape With
ili cora OOP' Oye, teethed behind- tie
'batik ahrerent'Ont. • 
'"fl
' "Tliiiaitsa doMething ftatthedltegv tip
Isis Minuet: - riot InstitatIO intent
eroutte* dell glean 1 ttt this, oats
by way °VOW stitaiteasir i and watt bli
on the street-before be °Dual drop down
on the tolowatoir.-.'4 left- tie valise. f
'ain't hi* any Aro for ist, la Uto bat
111* • Oat ,I managed to insole awagAgto,
•rl., got tb Omaha, ell vIght, tiajoigW
Seusewhat the moose for treat, an4
I lona& kind iblesdit,- Outman.
.'get a hunch that ,1-onls mused,
Guff Nilson by a half a hair:sill:it
after alL'I-Citleago Daily Netts.
Own tha sweet girl i graduate and for
.all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
ns, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set, collar pins., also silver novelties
Of all ciiscripti9ns.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
Ihaa2Ie, all the finest 'and daint-
es 'articles with the utmost care,












V-. A. Lagoniatalno. lc/it 
FOR SALE.,
One large bell; fifty cork life
preservers, entirely new; three steam
whistles, different sizes; block and






Will be keenly appreciated
'aft= a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches-severe or
mild, 'occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.
Residence too clay, Ulu Phone t6pa
A. S. DABNEY






BOTH 'PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.
NO. z;o
J l COU LSON.
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 52 Broadway.
INSURE WITH,.
4. L. BEBOUT 
General Insurance Agency
I ass or




PADUCAH RIM; lernorla. vasTaRN rarrruarr FARM I ami,
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS POR INVESTMENT. IMISTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE If.IST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
mir:DG Q VV. WWITTIV4101E++ PiadltsollK
41
Abram L. Well de Co
FIFIE INSURANCE
Accident,' Lite, Liability, Steam Boiler-
.tff '
1rJ pbellCam. , ..1 ,
es Phone 369.,p.., it' Residence Phone 7adi
,„ • , •
Lr•
t
•,1 • • if ,ies
t,t 'far :19fivalip f' a,,,• tr1 ..ro
l!'














COMPLEXION AND TRAVEL I
Now One's Beauty, and Temper Can
Be Maintained in Spite of the
Dust and Dirt.
--
Even more important than a knowl-
edge of how to appear well groome4
when at home is the understanding a
how to make the beat of on it hen
traveling. It is at such a tl
that even more care that uhn
emery, for what with d st and grime
and perspiration the average woman
soon loses all claims to beauty. Lack
of proper sleep Is also often added to
the already long list of discomforts,
and so, ur.lass my lady is really very
clever, she is apt to discover that she
resembles nothing even approaching
good looks when she alights from the
train to greet her loving though crIti.
cal friendi.
Much of the mortification attendant
upon such a condition could be avoided
by the expenditure of just • little ei-
ltrageffort For Meta:" etessiali case
auld jo• ineludad In tiss 11* of neceree
sitiespd tlits *haul' pOn6ja six 0
eight wide-mouthed bottles In which
the creams, powder and lotions may
be carriod. If the asurney is to be a
long one, the litions may be carried in
a concentrated for; and used by add-
ing an extza. smotint of water on the
train. '
Of course it goes without saying thet
the wise woman of to-day Is sufficiently
Informed to avoid the use of Boat) and
water entirely for the purpose of clean-
ing her face at such times. True,
grime and tiny bits of coal and et:17
dens will fly about and legbie2.-144*
selves in the skin in the &alit *dblib-
erste and tantalizing fashion, and natio
ally the first impulse of the afflicted
one is to vanish in the direction of
the lavatory for the purpose of rensor-
ial Prue itisaissokar a4444jons.) Un-
fortunately, however, the use of so
mug*. Isernbbing sag 'rubbly ' only
serves , to Irritate the. skip, ingkea Use
tato kinifter aid' those renter.' It ins iskii-
mak, to 1”)ep the complexion la any-
thing Irks • plemilnit cOndltion.
The use of the lettuce cream for
cleansing has been so often described
that it will not be necessary to repeat
the description, but there are other
methods with which the readers are
sot so familiar, and one of these is In
the use of pure almond meal mixed
with a simple solution, the formula for
which has often appeared before. Thia
•emedy is made by adding to six ounces
of rose water the juice of one lemon,
one dram of borax, and one-hilt dram
If glyterin. A few drops of tincture of
benzdth may also be added if desired.
It is stoploied by mixing It witls the
almond meal into a thin paste, and
then spreading It carefully over tn.
!ace and neck and allotting W to relthein
'or a few moments. This can easily
be arranged even when traveling by
first of all cleansing the face with th•
lettuce cream and then applying the
paste, and allowing It to remain while
the greater part of the toilet is being
completed. This paste may then be
dusted on, and the skin will look
refreshed and Improved as though a
good Masseuse had bees expending et
!dris upon it.
For those who have net the patient*
'o experiment with the paste and who
isevelet In frecment ablutions, the al-
mond meal Itself, sprinkled In the we.




It Is Easily Constructed and Hakes
an Attractive I =tic Ornament
for the House.
.4"%Thls's lie ah esatly-ronntruf-ted etani
• iiat'costs bnt very little. It may ho
made either of bamboo or rostio
oratiehea. The bamboo ton be bought
it altedat any oil aid; valor dealer's.
sad 4 Mt smolt ; furnishiug wareboomed.
' .at• suitabie. height am
- • ow; •I.














11! 4011 .4 • "'
CAN. Itit'.MADE ittom
AN ANCIENT INDIAN JAR.
Rare Specimen of Crockery Recently
Discovered in the State of
New York.
R. Horracks, of Fonda, N. Y., while
*talking deer Meting the last hudtinli
n at4iis Littke Pali...are
the Satoodae 1
t In a h p , Wilt
of rain, was obliged to seekiphelte:
from the storm undpr the ledge; of the"
Little Palle. While sitting -Utere hie'
attention was attracted to what seemed
to be a round, brown boulder partly
covered with moss. Carelessly strik-
ing it It gave forth a hollow sound. His
curiosity being excited, he dug away
the earth with his hunting knife and
pools laitIltara_a symmetrically formed
earthen jar.
'The rands an inches igh. Al
it 1 st ciroumfOence it easures
3 es, aad at Smallest in9hea
Tb. clraunOferesee of the top mfontil
of that jar Is 34 Inches.
tingoteslial ea the,aastde bpsro sign*
of user, itu -the ontstde showil no trace
of fire, as is usual in Indian jars. The
bottom is round Ilse ornato
tion around th ofthe
style of the Mona ttery-th
a series of straigh







The jar is • well preserved s'P-eciMen
of Mohawk pottery, and Is rare on ac
count of the shape of the top, which is
cut In three curves, forming three
reXtirligr/P a Otaarei, 4
It is a singular fact dist the three
largest specimens of Indian potters
now In the valley were found in the
Lake region of the foothills of the
4411rondacks-the Richmond _jar thl
Ain/Ai iRir elk taii.14srA411X11;td-
714,•,• tiotrtacks IIPAr Ls t4
et W. Mint iteletior tbb prebent"Can
litisiv0104.1411dY1 ltviet mire/
as the Hanson jar, but to those inter
bthd Attie life and . airlift *CAW
"original Americans" is of equal value
OLD-TIME RUSSIAN REPUBLIC
Genuine Republicanism Obtained with
Everyone on Equal
Footing. .
It Is not generally known that the
revolutionists, bent on making Russia
rcpublic. are grounding Aelr,bellef ,
that the MuscoYites willMOWS
form of governrnent on the fact
at one time there were a number cil
republics in the, present abe9
We. Chief among them, sari
rIer-Journal, was tile reputrlicro
gorcd, embracing the itnmdhse te
from the White' sea and Dvina t
Volga and the Sea of Peipus. Other
repriblics were the states of Pskoff,
Vjatka and others. They lost their in-
dependence at the end of the fifteenth
century to the grand duke of Moscow.
In these Russian republics of old
real republicanism obtained. according
Rushed BICIm Out.
"My father says he feels as spry se
when he went to college," remarked
the pretty girL
"Don't doubt it," replied her suitor.
"He impressed me that he was still a
college student last night."
Illictu do 't In what way, liar-
r
me &
From Bad to orsid•
7: "ittitit" liarA11410dillng Pete, as be
dlitrtheitritito frelahlt car, "I'm &ad de
gOvernment doesn't own de railroads."
"Why?"
"Because when we takes a free ride
now de worst dat happens is to be put
off. But if de government was runnin'
de lines we'd be arrested fer graft1n.
sure."-Washington-Star.
At the Employment 0
'"Do you see the tall cook in
hapraproVit bou
we Fried4stin Ake
has leathern 110.:' (




"No." said the- Wit, shrieking with
laughter. "What were you cured of?
Ha, ha!"




use ni,woman can keep her."-
co Dail Nr.
Cure.
ou my picture in this
T" said tho public
§ •
A Joke with a Diagram.
"You're an angel," declared the
/01114 MM.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
tibistabl ale V! flu red; the
'ft li•-iikeie4btk pfsiettfleis
' f$4,11cibtt at Sf O1t5maleosez.-tmIcago
required, and cIr lar
wood. 14oles t bu
bamboo n I g us
PapooieW indio e. The vetod should be st ain





At the theater the gentleman -pro
ad* thelady and di at the eft
to low •r tsto t ir seat
first The sa • t h 
se
• ••• The






over Russia. T • poorest citizen b
AF4
as magi) vjatos in tne.government ae, Worse Yet.
the tokkitaitIl` ihebtutO thkibvity at thli'e!' nowsd•r-Bialme thei*gb. ORYbowl
poll? decided all questions of Intehloir leusb014-Wbat's tits =attar/ ,
was accused of wrongdoing all the clic 013 for ase, when rm,out,lata at Sight.
Liens sat In judgment en hIst.and drso ?l LUBIter''•-lr Ate 2+11r7 . coma
cided by tasty votes whetheyrktahOuld after 1.4ader.,
be retained or should loom
* • 1. .
Plain Dealer.
hies of the Rich.
e--Ah, my boy, a ad!
tion is a hard one.
e tica riend-In what way?
Oil Magnate--If I hoard my wealth
they say I'm a skinflint, and if I givi
my money away they say I am tryint
to ease my guilty conscience.-Tit'
Bits.
A Genius.
"Yes, I think my new son-in-law has
a geniuslor Mance."
"Has he been making money on
stocks?"
"No: but he's just got home after s




terday. I ug t yo
spoke to you any more?"
"He doesn'tousuall_ b4 he noticed
I had a cold, 413,d,he.U'Uldirt resist the.
temptation to tell me an unfailing rem-
edy for it."-cleyetaad Bader. 't
- •
Natural Aptitude.
"What profession will your son fol.,
low?"
"Haven't decided! If his hair is cape
daily luxuriant I'll advise him to be s
musician. If his beard Is particularlj•
trjriinFell tell on himto be a physician."--i
SECRETS.
, fg









He--Ho*. do you know?
She-Why, she s tf‘ld almost every.
body.-Chicago Journal.
The Nodern Jack Horner.
Little Jack Horner
Bat In the corner,
And just why In
The corner he sat
Atha' fefilirit tartars vrheif` tial itownder-Aw. loY wife.kiwa7140011
The. 'Ed:riser of It.head. The minority had tcl iwtimit to "Do you eeeanYthing fanny also%the majority all .thllsgs._ .id Use
-righpritels latest comedy?"president or pante, Cs be was, celled, **Tear ssioeseeo the cynical masager•elected for -*Nen' yet ' lietd oteta, nt.isanks fussy to me-that he should
uld hate Imagined- it was fenny."-Wash
if he ington Star.
ut
only with fhiprolls6 th t
diansissed se k 'tnoinitnt's
reibbetraved. "sten thb.vit
files and rtieds
1 r••• • 2.4: 
el 7
popular 'and all.htid submit. *or beaks my Clerk AI hie
dictation frOtri else ti011s. e Rat tholtgli•tele fi•not fie. •
o-- off tj She makes me watch my p'• easels
WORRY OF LEARbigStr:MEN: eioliottipArens ef .
; 11.The rifictern xitPatht,./„14 ulifftrOt" TIM ON ME MAILROAD.N.,
Illsetrteians.
of Atu911 gonear, 3 i
•
;>-...1 :dusixi,„iP:cessgry..•
Mrs. Psnalth-But how did yoaXpaill,
age to keep that secret a whole week.
dear?
Mrs. ICjones-!t wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Browning
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.-Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice.
*Yea, mother, I told hill I riftlih this
bast speller In our class at•sebooL"
'"And did he give you the job?"
"I'o. mother, he gave me some words
rpe11, and I couldn't spell.thene. And
thins he said I'd better go to school far
Stealthier spell." - Cleveland Plata
•Deisler.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't ttr
"Te-es."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over itr





Tt siparentlY teatters Iyurd to tber
professor's Whist Matter' is.13:' rrof
Wind; Of 'tie tItilltersify of tiebelet, ex-
Ostend' the itiettlern thiroiy, voliach may
mean tevolutieee. 'it is printed out
:444 by progress of expetTINWIN*het eiettegovelyleothefill In 44
ultimate/lane ithoti cp. t missals gO,
ground, if it dinally shauld peeve Fs
avoidable to accept the vievoiehat
tar robesistis enUrely of.electroas, mass




lectIon &A simfidauce with biib 
,et*S" hm, fut. eentlk almelt a de
scriptlan of :the pllyeicei Instrerse is
tetrad only et matter and fnotiou we
bask' Chiefly, thOugh half nneoesclotik
ly; On the idea of maim Ind :tame 'turn
-larogers-os.egotsse
a
This idea, says the h cago une,
cspatitiollIM/dr 441s=one
andamental to our wh e m





only of matter an motion. a ty
deelrol Vitt irictualowar tphysica
worideeiM lied be At zut
It In alarms of electerns and motion.
• .04
Elhe had just arrived from a journey.
Oa the seat by h and on the e In
t had en o king. e
lib wh she °el v o
t4 to ve fr
se. B the
avail t. of ci o
ty to talk








•-• Vines ths.only pls.se
Left In; Lite hat.
-Judge.
hyR
1110. guralbi)neetit oi f tfoora afecwomnneiwenthicsorrenritful t11, ilalro..av virmose ienoura
tif 1 e of . ' .. , i''' ..• .' ,,,f,,,,tf, r
- 
-
ra Falls Cut Glass , . . •. .• • - , . P.: .; ,cur poilect lint
, - il.I.• •:::: "..' '
RIO" Arlfland Painted Chinat
Some new_designs in a FERN DISH, i See the assortment iik have
it' 'ti  pre- inilkhisei f or /Ind b oon
eels*. II'. tor( • May-Silver
lted "Work
in Fancy Sterling silver peices-our
- •Engraving tree ori, atuh ye*. • 0211 17 f tchoice cri setticisi.
Eyes Tested-.1Treer " J. Ailt.; Kopetzlct ,.




• A.,44sa4 LOIL12., .
The Inexperienced-One, ion, Atlantis
Open, Becloud day;put$-Iiy George! But
the ettik,cgtOrtitlfr.OYff itf#.15.7 mat
•m4r,, en6A ot
'
i't r it. • .i•
•••• ' -
"You haven't married me just to spits
eoniebod y yob ?ralui asked, looking
astir:m.1Y up into his holiest blue eyes
"No, dear,", he absant-InindeillY re-
plied. "I took you for .your• mossy
alone."- -aecorti-liesald.
On Iiiiike. ' , ,.., ' „
Jim-Say, Molise, is Pat' *VS to
shtrIke4 ' ' '
Piths-449s. He cith tints,/ tellikii;pay,
UM hi:ahernek 1.1P hem, Mil wiuithocii
4 topmt, ivy« welestrarhesbbilk• la tp
• t, positentlary.--.Mtdge.
I' .41), ‘1P...C, w
, ill 'f••;! Alt Villitr ll• Did It , •
I 
"He must think a,ka of his horse."
pi „;Arh ."y 1" ,
. "Becatuat he named hr qter his wife'
,) .. "That li,orse is Uoonfirmed kicker, and
, .....ilile,hirdezt Isorse to nsiinage that he has
' Sot."-Houston Post. . ,
"
Unanimous.
n '• sr. sc
841 her.heater.: lite!
'SAP Wirt; 1•Kiy t, titer;
On, the beat h.. for no, Ws 010., ft ,
-Houston ygio.. ;
- A Lucky Circumstance. •:
Are Itistinance•irinaiscler latter UM









' The Auto---I don't balk, or run anal,
or shy at harmless things itt the road
1,- -_ •
'The Moreee-Aled I don't bele/ Omen,
Or explode, or turb turtle over bridge's
Tab ! -Cb largo Su n.
All Is Revealed...N.14
"Do you behave it Is true that hall
Otrzi world does.ft know how Use other
Silt lives?"
Titerrs VoIldturtilT/Mil spirt-
Victim of an Imposition.








It at ones. CA11 Iwo will yout--Cleve.
land Leader. * r
• The Dominant Factor.




:in: to the I
"Was be kind to his family?"







Vaitrli Rolled In It. I
"Our oM boy dropped into 100140•
that?"
ry editor kicked ilito
bet! "-Cleveland der.
Lelet
The Rind She Waisted.
t ;Riad y-/-111b1/4VO4•11Uhlt midicine
Would do my husband any good?
'Druggist-4'lb sure of it, madgm.
Lady-Hurnt What other kInets have
you got?-Judge.
Air caeidd. "
n Hayseesh-Tbars awflel pocu
d in Deaceini HardUp's tart*
er Turniptap-I shbuld Bala! Of
earkAyear you sairsipan u brella




















ritoicett; rt. . C 114 et: 1%. offs
it Appealff ; the afitafittireduelastu.
at • . 
.41111411,104eile
,an;r40):•.!.
-two, eit ;ietto,• A.4..., • I
ader7ftlite 4itilet•
IV .1 s
.,Amt.'. • . I . 
_  0
. ,
h OP41! ;AL.  DwiNi et Co.'
•
:'" 
It-; !. •f•• , t.• Id eel 1OLLMAgent •
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13:.10( Sitr; ail! •
70 t Wait "






witt sei-Toit it Bicycle
'On Easy Payments.
• •
REASONS wby y,00 Atoffir
Ride a Bicycle: '
It is heiritty 4"1/th.
It is al AY* tdr oi4
thaiitit ' • 0
It 'tibf 'ketliitie Or die'
It'it4fr7iveyob'ehr fire; • "
take Otitt'fibme?to•lOtich
It !rave you I duetbr'bill" •
EXPERT • "REPAIRIIN G. •
. • . ---r-nrtrr
do:coa $"fixTsrippbunx:iteri,i',;;:.a'n'T.iciam;dtabler.sc
, t•In2PC
. fycles„arc,,the; latst,thfit ca be pro-
bicycles. „ • p f of I gf:
e.i0ocimock (poi









128 end Talk: Mirth Fifth' 82111ilt. Next to Isaismiry :Theatre.
gRtAT SALE
P P R SLOE
1 
WE ARV NOW illiOWINO. THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA•
PER VIAT klia EVER BEEN FFERED.
-hrrvint,*(twireporrou TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU..
IttnintrUSUSUMUU=ri4.4.4.4:3
t • ,s X* the next few days Wallpa-
,47e rpeti, that is usually sold elsewhere
own.' 40 cents per roll, we will sell for
. t,• gm par veil.
I.Paper ustiall y sold at ioc we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
I
Bee' of Pieture Frames. Mouldings,
'and' Wthdow Shades in all colors.
A ,laltid line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks,
idStilUNNOU1=11133====4thill=2 U
•










it you take a
Kodak




WANTED--For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
aud write &owlish. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
litichmond House. Fedora's. Ky.
• 
WANTED TO RENT—Dwelling
-with not less than fon( rooms on
second floor. Must have modern
conveniences. Will take long lease
on desirable house. Address, X. Y.
Z.. this office, locating property and
yawing rent.
WANTED-1-Book case. Give de-
scription ,pd price. B 2. Care Regis-
aer.
FOR RENT—Five room house
with all modern conveniences, 219
North Fourth street. Possession
given June I.
WANTED—Rids on two bored
wells about 3 miles in the country.
See J. j. Bleich, 123 Legal Row.
FOR RENT—Residence with 7
rooms, all modern conveniences. 912












Charming Affa:r Given at the Mrs.
M. K. Scott Home Last Night—
Other L'.ocial Matters.
_The an_nual uruaker and reception
of the Chess, Checker and Whist club
last evening was another of those de-
lightful stag affairs given by this
organization, which is the largest club
in the city and maintains the most
elegant clubrooms of anywhere in
the state locate..! above Dr. Oehl-
schlaeger's dru.. store at Sixth and
Broadway. Th. ..-angement com-
mittee had prepared a most excellent
entertainment which was enjoyed by
several hundred outsiders invited to
the clubrooms. The billiard and pool
rooms, music, reading, writing recrea-
tion and other quarters furnished an
endless source of, delight for the
visitors, who were supplied with re-
frshing mild drinks, cigars and other
luxuries.
During the evening a fine orchestra
dispensed muisic for the occasion,
%bile the reception committee was
kept busy receiving the constant
st:T;:in of friends.
Charming Entertainment.
One of the most delightful and
charming entertainments given re-
cently by any of the church organiza-
tions was that of last evening by the
Young People's society of the First
Christian church at the residence of
Mrs. M. K. Scott of Fourth and
Monroe streets. The hospitable
home was crowded with several
hundred guests who partook of the
diversified pleasures supplied them,
and the evening's amusements com-
bined into a sharming occasion.
It was an al fresco affair, with the
lawn brilliantly lighted by a profuse
arrangements of Japanese lanterns
The programme tettned with many
entertaining features, the city's best
talent assisting in the affair.
too feet
A. A. Afternoon at Cards.
Mrs. Clifton M. Budd of Broadway,
entertained charmingly at cards yes-
terday afternoon, complimentary to
her guest, Mrs. J. F. Kurtz of Pitts-
burg, Pa.
—ROOM W ED—Small furnish-
ed room Mktst be cool and quiet
north of. Broadway and within four





Fame From Painter's Blow Lamps
Ignited George 0. Hart's Home.
Painters are repainting the home of
'Captain George 0. 'Hart at 913 Jef-
Terson street, and are using the gaso-
line blow lamps in scraping the old
paint off. The flame from the lamps
ignited the weather hoarding and the
building was damaged to the extent
of $500 before the depprtmenta could
-extinguish the blaze.
Ingleside I. 0. 0. P. Notice.
All members of Ingleside Lodge of
L 0. 0. F., are requested to meet at
''ha II pro tn ptly. at 8:3o Thursday
morning to attend the funeral of
BrotAer MO H. Iiigram. All Odd
Fells at lifted. •





The party who took the scraper
from E. PA- Noble% home on West
Broadway is known to me, and if
he does not return it, I will have
-him arrested st once.
Contractor WEIKEL:
As You Lan It.
The As You Like It club meets
this evening with Mr. and Mrs. E. G.
Boone of South Siteth.
Married a fietiopolia.
Miss Bettie L. Lambert and Mr.
Sydney J. 'McManus went to Me-
tropolis and were married. They are
now residing on the South side, the




Messrs. Harry Splaine, Grover H.
Jackson, H. C. Dewey and Benjamin
Matthis have issued invitations for a
dance to be given at Wallace park
pavil'on, the evening of June 1st,
com,plimniatary to Miss Mabel Jack-
son, of Flint, Mich., who is visiting
her brother, Mr. Grover Jackson
here.
Wedding A.nnouncement.
From Pittsburg, Kan., comes an-
nouacement that June 7th, there will
be married Miss Hattie Mae Bailey
sad Mr. Lester E. Dewey. The
bride is popular here, having visited
her aunt, Mts. Mary Bailey of 859
Broadway several times. She form-
erly resided in Metropolis.
Cotillion Club Dance.
The Cotillion club will give a dance
at Wallace park next Tuesday even-
ing, complimentary to Miss Hen-
rietta Koger, and her guests, Misses
t elps 5t Irighirtraft,
Marie Scovell of Jacksonville, Fla.,
Wrances Harris and Anna Rhea of





With the doctor's written orders. In
following this rule we have the ad-
vantage of a very large and complete
stock to draw from. Furthermore,
prescriptions brought to us cannot
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A FORTUNATE PURCHASE. OF MANUFACTURER'S ODDS AND ENDS WILL BE SOLD YOU FOR LESS THAN THE COST.
NOTHING BUT STRICTLY RELIABLE GOODS WILL BEE OF-FERED, OF THIS SEASONS BEST STYLE& YOU DOUBTLESS
REMEMBER OUR LAST SALE OF SILKS—EITHER HAVING BEEN HERE OR HEARD SOME ONE SPEAK OF THE VALUE&
THE VALUES OFFERED FOR THIVALE FRIDAY MORNING ARE EQUALLY AS GOOD AND .MANY BETTER, WITH A LARG-
ER ASORTMENT TO RIHOOSE FROM.
7oo yards 19 in. *colored Taffeta, all
the desirable colors. A 73c, inane
for, yard soc..
800 yards Colored Crepe de Chene,
all colors. A The value, for ..49c
soo yards 30 in. Genuine Rubiate Silk,
this season's moat desirable silk.
A 90c value, for, yard 
too yards of ay in. vett& quality
pure dye Black Taffeta. An 83c
value, for, yard S.Sc
too yards Fancy Luzerne
fancy, black and white ctieCks
Worth from $1.00 to 8sc yard, in
this sale at, yard S9c
7oo yards Fancy Check Silks. all col-
ors checks and blade and whit:.
Worth front 75c to Sac, is tbas sale
at, yard 49c




Mr. John Dipple. His wife remained
for a longet visit.
General Agent jorn T. Donovan
of the I. C. returned from Chicago
Hc ndyesterday.
Mr. A. J. Bamberg has gone to
Henderson, Ky., on business.
Miss Mary Scott, who is attending
Ward's seminary at Nashville ,leaves
there in a few days for Dixon and
Martin, Tenn., to attend house part-
ies.
Miss Elizabeth Atkins will next
week return from the Florence col-
lege at Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Wm. Corbett of Camden,
'Finn., has returned home after visit-
ing Mrs. Emma Lawler of South
Third.
Manager Frank Murphy, of The
Palmer, went to Chicago last night
to buy new furniture for the hostelry.
Mrs. Louis Pettite bee resigned her
place as exchange girl at the tele-
phone office, and Sunday goes to
Monroe, La., to join her husband,
•.ho travels out of there.
Medames W. H. Garner, Frank B.
;May and W. G. Whitefield have re-
turned from Murray where they at-
tended the Christian Women's
Board of Missions.
Miss Marie Scovell of Jacksonville,
Fla., is visiting Miss Henrietta
Koger.
Mr. D. W. Vollor, wife and child of
gin, DI., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph L. Wolff.
Mrs. M. J. Williams
from a two months'
ea&
Masters Thomas Newel and Leslie
Puryear returned last night from Mc-
- Mrs. Mary Moore and adughter,
Miss Cora, of North Twelth, have
gone to Nashville, Tenn., to reside.
Mrs. James Lame returned butt
("ening from Murray where she hat
been visiting.
Contractor William Katterjohn left
yesterday for his quarries above here
or the I. C.
City Solicitor James Campbell, -Jr.,
left yesterday for Colorado Springs,
Colo., accompan;ed by his wife and
smother, Mrs. James Campbell, Sr.
They will be gone for several monthi
on account of the former's health.
fudge J. M. Fisher of Benton is
in the city on business.
Mr. David Remits, fortwer sheriff
of Marshall county, is in the city.
Mr. W. A. Wahl of Owensboro, re-
turned home esteftlaY alter visiting
has returned
visit to St.
Kenzie, Tenn., where they have been 4414
attending coilege. • 
Little Miss Martha Nolen yester. RIVER RIPPLING&
day went to Sheridan, Miss, to visit 4.
Mrs. L. Bethel. 444+1.4-+++I+F++4•4+H44+44414
Mrs. Jack Flynn of Memphis, ar-
r-ved yesterday to visit her father,
Mr. Richard J. Barber.
Lawyer Charles Grasshani went to
Louisville yesterday.
Miss Mabel Jackson of Flint,
'Mich., will today arriv'd to viait her 
brother, Mr. Grover Jack *iNda Nashville, & 2, falling.
Win
Blanche Hill 
*ad 4:Pittsburg, 6.2, rising
Mrs. Frank Phillips has returned 
Island Dam. 4.o, falling
Misses Lillie Mae 
.
from visiting Mrs. C. C. Hiwttes of M , falling.
Lonia, 13,
t. Vernon, 7. 
7, falling.




Mrs. James Cassell has returned Carthage—Missing.
i-om visiting in Louisville.
Marshal Charles McNutt of May- 
The City of Saltillo will leave
Louis today and gets here tomorrow
field passed through here yesteoloy night en route to the Tennessee
en route to St. Louis after a criminal. river.
Col. John Sinnott Sr., left yester-
day for .a trip up the Louisville divi- 
The Joe Fowler comes in today
con. 
from Evansville and gets out imme-
diately on her return to that city.
4 
The John S. Hopkins lef yesterdayi
Barbstriser, king of bottled beer, in for Evansville and comes back 
to-
/alley slide cases of two dozen morrow. 
bottle,to the case delivered to any. nil" tamable at R °Wm§ the
part of the city on short notice. An- deism Melt Fowler gets out for
hesser-Bach hewing association Cairo and comes back tonight about










The Buttorff will go to Nashville
tonight and leaves  there to
,.Remember the Old Harmony Sing- en route back this way.
ing at Benton Sunday, Nfay 27 Re steamer Kentucky came out
duced railroad rates. Tennessee river last night.
Kemember the Old Harmony
ing at Benton Sunday, May 27.
duced railroad rates.
She lays until tomorrow afternoon
Sing- ,at 3 o'clock before skipping out
Re- 'again on her return that way.
1 The Peters Lee will pass up today
bound from Memphis to Cincinnati
The Georgia Lee pets here tomor-
row en route from Cincinnati t•
Memphis.
Capt. Bob Owen does not expect
to resume the trips of the ferryboat
.Bettie Owen until sometime next.
week.
E. W. W)tittentose sold to H. M.
Childress and Frank A. Lucas for
St and other _considerations, property
in Wlorten's addition.
ab—
John Perry of Tennessee
41 M prs.
street is confined abed with illness,
Mr. Frank M. Ferriman has taken
a position as travel'ng salesman for
the Christian Tobacco company, and
left yesterday on his initial trip up
the Louisville division of the I. C.
His cigar store was closed Debra'
days ago by Wahl Brothers, owner*
ct the building, for $too rent owed by
tenant. Wahl brothers took posses-
stun of the stock that w'll be sold.
—The contractors have started en-
carding for the apartment building
to be erected on Washington between
Fourth and Fifth streets by Mr.
Rodney C. Thompson. By the Beet
of next week work of laying the
foundation will be commenced.
—Mr. C. L. Brunson, the florist of
underneath The Palmer, will prob-
ove to where Plumber jack
Coulson nowimióiTWiy
Sixth, as the latter will take a new
location soon. Mr. Brunson and the
other tenants, except Stutz, have to
get out of The Palmer because the
hotel manigenient wants to use the
quatters now occupied by the renters,
You willhave to buy more COAL this season. Whyrinot buy
TRADMATER COALSo you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kentucky Coal Co.
•
